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YD(M) Delay of the Many-to-Many session
YR(M) Data rate of the Many-to-Many session
Ysol Set of all Tm2m subgraphs
Yz Time share of Iz .
Z The set of time slots.
Zˆ The set of indices for the locations that the MB can move to.
Zk Set of all neighboring nodes unvisited by ant k
z The index of the zth location that the MB can move to.
Z(t, x) Binary variable equals one only when the UAV transmits data during the x
th
transmission slot of frame t.
α Fast fading gains.
α Parameter used to weight Ωli j
αc Fast fading gains for channel c.
β Slow fading gains.
βc Slow fading gains for channel c.
β Parameter used to weight ηi j
γswij (z) Variable used to replace the product of Xzi j and T swij (z)
γtxi j (z) Variable used to replace the product of Xzi j and T txj (z)
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and T swj (z)
γi j(c, z) The signal received by M2M j from M2M i, over channel c and during slot z.
γj(t) Signal to noise ratio for the signal transmitted to IoT device j during frame t.
ΓEH Minimum input power to the energy harvester to harvest energy.
ΓM2M A threshold used to control SINR of M2M devices.
Γcell A threshold used to control interference to cellular devices.
δ slot duration.
δˆ Positive parameter used in modelling the protocol interference model
δ
A positive value models the guard zone used to prevent neighboring SUs from
interfering with each other.
∆ Frame duration.
ζ Path loss exponent
ζ(a, b) Binary indicator function equals one only when s(SNb) ∈ d(SNa)
η Energy harvesting efficiency.
ηi j Visibility to SNj when the ant is on SNi
η Driveline The efficiency of the driveline.
η Electric Motor The efficiency of the electric motor.
θ Azimuth angle in degree.
Θ The road grade angle in degrees.
λ Transmission wavelength
λk A threshold for the interference to the primary user k.
µ Log-normal distribution parameter.
φ Elevation angle in degree.
µd A lower bound on the received data signal.
µh
A lower bound on the signal that can be used for energy
harvesting.
Π(r) Solution of Algorithm 1 in the r th iteration.
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ρ Pheromone evaporation rate
ρAir The air mass density in [kg/m3].
σ Log-normal distribution parameters.
τt Elapsed time of the OFF period of the selected channel for frame t in ms.
φ ETi’s antenna azimuth angle in degree.
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ψ(a, b, c) Binary indicator function equals one only when s(SNb) ∈ d(SNa) and s(SNb) ∈ SNc
Ωl Pheromone matrix associated with SUl
Ωli j
Pheromone intensity on the link between SNi and SNj observed by the ants during
the establishment of subtree Tl
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ABSTRACT
Data traffic in the wireless networks has grown at an unprecedented rate. While traditional
wireless networks follow fixed spectrum assignment, spectrum scarcity problem becomes a major
challenge in the next generations of wireless networks. Cognitive radio is a promising candidate
technology that can mitigate this critical challenge by allowing dynamic spectrum access and in-
creasing the spectrum utilization. As users and data traffic demands increases, more efficient
communication methods to support communication in general, and group communication in par-
ticular, are needed. On the other hand, limited battery for the wireless network device in general
makes it a bottleneck for enhancing the performance of wireless networks. In this thesis, the prob-
lem of optimizing the performance of group communication in CRNs is studied. Moreover, energy
efficient and wireless-powered group communication in CRNs are considered. Additionally, a cog-
nitive mobile base station and a cognitive UAV are proposed for the purpose of optimizing energy
transfer and data dissemination, respectively.
First, a multi-objective optimization for many-to-many communication in CRNs is considered.
Given a many-to-many communication request, the goal is to support message routing from each
user in the many-to-many group to each other. The objectives are minimizing the delay and the
number of used links and maximizing data rate. The network is modeled using a multi-layer
hyper graph, and the secondary users’ transmission is scheduled after establishing the conflict
graph. Due to the difficulty of solving the problem optimally, a modified version of an Ant Colony
meta-heuristic algorithm is employed to solve the problem. Additionally, energy efficient multicast
communication in CRNs is introduced while considering directional and omnidirectional antennas.
The multicast service is supported such that the total energy consumption of data transmission
and channel switching is minimized. The optimization problem is formulated as a Mixed Integer
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Linear Program (MILP), and a heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the problem in polynomial
time.
Second, wireless-powered machine-to-machine multicast communication in cellular networks is
studied. To incentivize Internet of Things (IoT) devices to participate in forwarding the multicast
messages, each IoT device participates in messages forwarding receives Radio Frequency (RF)
energy form Energy Transmitters (ET) not less than the amount of energy used for messages
forwarding. The objective is to minimize total transferred energy by the ETs. The problem is
formulated mathematically as a Mixed Integer Nonlinear Program (MINLP), and a Generalized
Bender Decomposition with Successive Convex Programming (GBD-SCP) algorithm is introduced
to get an approximate solution since there is no efficient way in general to solve the problem
optimally. Moreover, another algorithm, Constraints Decomposition with SCP and Binary Variable
Relaxation (CDR), is proposed to get an approximate solution in a more efficient way. On the other
hand, a cognitive mobile station base is proposed to transfer data and energy to a group of IoT
devices underlying a primary network. Total energy consumed by the cognitive base station in its
mobility, data transmission and energy transfer is minimized. Moreover, the cognitive base station
adjusts its location and transmission power and transmission schedule such that data and energy
demands are supported within a certain tolerable time and the primary users are protected from
harmful interference.
Finally, we consider a cognitive Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to disseminate data to IoT
devices. The UAV senses the spectrum and finds an idle channel, then it predicts when the cor-
responding primary user of the selected channel becomes active based on the elapsed time of the
off period. Accordingly, it starts its transmission at the beginning of the next frame right after
finding the channel is idle. Moreover, it decides the number of the consecutive transmission slots
that it will use such that the number of interfering slots to the corresponding primary user does
not exceed a certain threshold. A mathematical problem is formulated to maximize the minimum
number of bits received by the IoT devices. A successive convex programming-based algorithm is
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used to get a solution for the problem in an efficiency way. It is shown that the used algorithm
converges to a Kuhn Tucker point.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, background information about cognitive radio networks and group communi-
cation is given. Then, group communication in cognitive radio networks and cognitive radio-based
internet of things are introduced.
1.1 Cognitive Radio Networks
With the rapid growth in the demand of wireless networks applications, spectrum scarcity
problem arises as a challenge to accommodate more demands. Spectrum assignment policy for
wireless networks is fixed nowadays, where the licensed user has an exclusive right to the assigned
spectrum over certain period of times and geographical areas. However, it is shown in [124] that
some portions of the spectrum are heavily used while a significant amount of spectrum is under
utilized. To mitigate the problem of spectrum scarcity and under utilization, Cognitive Radio
Networks (CRN) is proposed in [8] where the users access the spectrum dynamically to improve
spectrum utilization.
In [9], Haykin defined the cognitive radio (CR) as a smart wireless communication system that
is aware of its environment conditions, and learns from the environment and adapts its operating
parameters accordingly in real time to achieve two goals: 1) reliable communication and 2) utilizing
the spectrum efficiently. CR is a promising technology for the next generation of wireless networks.
Users in CRN are classified into two classes: 1) Primary users (PUs) and 2) Secondary Users
(SUs). The PU has a priority over the SU to use a licensed channel. On the other hand, the SU
can transmit over a licensed band as long as the does not cause harmful interference to the PU.
By utilizing the licensed bands opportunistically, CR technology can contribute in improving the
performance of the future networks in addition to accommodating more data demands.
2CR operation mode can be classified into three types: 1) Interweave, 2) Underlay, and 3)
Overlay. In the interweave mode, the CR access the spectrum opportunistically when the PU is
idle. On the other hand, underlay mode of operation allows the CR to transmit with the PU
over the same channel as long it does not cause harmful interference to the receiving PU. Overlay
operation mode is considered to be a form of cooperative communication where the SU helps the
PU in relaying its messages and gets in turn the right to utilize the PU’s channel.
The main four functions of CRs are [124]: 1) Spectrum sensing, 2) Spectrum management, 3)
Spectrum mobility and 4) Spectrum sharing. In spectrum sensing, the SU senses the spectrum
to decide whether to access the spectrum or not to avoid interfering with the PUs. After sensing
the spectrum, spectrum management function allows the CR to select the optimal channels that
it can use to optimize its operation. Once a PU becomes active on a certain channel used by
an SU, the SU needs to vacate that channel and switch to another available channel to continue
its transmission. The process of vacating a channel and switching to another available channel is
called spectrum mobility. To guarantee fair spectrum sharing between the SUs, spectrum sharing
function allows the SUs to coexist and share the spectrum efficiently.
The cognitive cycle for CRs is a cycle that encompasses three main tasks [9]: 1) Radio-scene
analysis, 2) Channel identification and 3) Transmit-power control and spectrum management. The
first task of the cognitive cycle includes finding spectrum holes and estimating the interference
temperature of the radio environment. In the second task, the receiving CR estimates the channel
capacity and channel-state information (CSI). On the other hand, the transmitting CR adjusts its
transition power and makes a decision whether to stay on the current channel or switch to another
channel.
1.2 Group Communication Background
Unicasting and broadcasting are methods of communication where a source originates a message
to be sent to one destination and all destinations in a group, respectively. Sending a message to a
set of destinations can be implemented using multiple unicast sessions. However, group communi-
3cation is more efficient way where it may uses a fewer number of communication links compared
with multiple unicast sessions. There is a wide variety of applications of group communication in
commerce, military, entertainment, education and many other areas. The group communication in
communication networks can be categorized into four categories as follows:
• One-to-Many (Multicasting): One source sends a message to a group of destinations, e.g.,
TV multicasting to a group of subscribers. The broadcasting is a special case of the a special
case of the multicasting where a source sends a message to all receivers.
• Many-to-One: A group of sources send their messages to a single destination, e.g., a group of
sensors send their data to a sink node in wireless sensor networks.
• Many-to-Many: A group of sources send their messages to a group of destinations, e.g., video
and audio conferenceing.
• Anycast: One source sends a message to any one of several destinations, e.g., the Domain
Name System (DNS) uses anycast address for the root namesservers.
The group communication can be categorized based on the group into a static and dynamic. In
static group communication, the group is fixed during the entire time of the multicast session. On
the other hand, dynamic group communication allows a new subscriber to join the group communi-
cation session or existing subscriber to leave the session. Therefore, dynamic group communication
is more challenging and requires extra overhead.
To transfer the group communication messages to the group subscribers, a group communi-
cation tree is built using one of the group communication routing algorithms. One way to build
an efficient group communication tree is to target building a minimum-spanning tree to provision
the group communication service. In the minimum-spanning tree, the source and the destina-
tions are connected without any cycle such that the total weight of the tree is minimum. Group
communication routing algorithms can be categorized as follows [11]:
• Shortest Path Tree: Shortest Path Tree (SPT) builds a multicast tree from each source to all
destinations. Each multicast tree is separate from the other trees, and hence, SPT incurs the
4highest cost. However, SPT provides a better performance in term of delay compared with
the other algorithms. Moreover, SPT outperforms the center based trees since the load can
be balanced over the network.
• Shared Tree: Shared tree algorithm builds one multicast tree that is shared between all
sources in the multicast group. Building one shared multicast tree may lead to reducing the
number of used resources in the multicast session, and hence, reducing the cost. Moreover,
the shared tree is more scalable compared to the other multicast algorithms. On the other
hand, the path from a source to a destination in the shared trees may be longer than the one
established by SPT. Therefore, the multicast session built using shared trees may suffer from
longer delays.
• Steiner Tree: Steiner Tree is the minimum weight tree that includes the source and the
destinations. It can include nodes other than the source and destinations. The minimum cost
tree generated by Steiner tree may cause extra delay. Optimal routing tree in the general
group communication is equivalent to finding Steiner minimum tree. Finding the minimum
Steiner tree is a hard problem, and heuristic algorithms that approximate it are needed.
1.3 Group Communication in CRNs
Group communication is a fundamental service in communication networks that supports a wide
verity of networking applications. Due to the nature of the wireless medium, group communication
in the wireless networks is a challenging task. Using group communication protocols designed for
wired networks may not be applicable to group communication applications in the wireless networks
for several reasons described as follows [10]:
• Packet loss: Packet loss in wireless networks is more frequent compared to the packet loss in
wired networks, and hence, a suitable error control protocol is needed.
• Bandwidth: The bandwidth in wireless networks is limited and variable.
5• Asymmetric Link: The wireless link between two nodes in a wireless network can be regarded
as two separate and asymmetric unidirectional links.
• Rate: The data rate in wireless networks is limited and can vary according to the wireless
channel condition.
• Topology: The topology of the network is dynamic in ad hoc networks.
• Routing: Due to the mobility of users, routing in wireless networks is more complicated.
• Security: Neighboring nodes can overhear ongoing transmissions of group communication
messages.
• Membership changes: The membership of the group may change when a group subscriber
moves to another location.
In addition to the aforementioned challenges for group communication in wireless networks,
group communication in CRNs incurs even more challenges due to the nature of CRNs. The main
challenges of group communication in CRNs are described as follows [12]:
• Dynamics of PU activities: The availability of the channel for the SUs depends on the locations
and activity times of the PUs. Therefore, the SUs participating in a group communication
session may use the PU’s channel as along as the PU is inactive. However, they need to vacate
the PU’s channel once the PU becomes active to guarantee protecting the PU’s transmission
from interference. The process of vacating the used channel and switching to another channel
makes seamless group communication service challenging in CRNs.
• Heterogeneity of channels availabilities: Since the availability of a channel depends on the
time and the location of the PU, different SUs may have different sets of available channels.
Therefore, each pair of nodes needs to select the best common channel that optimizes the
performance of the group communication services. For example, selecting the channels where
the PUs’ activities are infrequent may reduce the link maintenance time, and hence, reduces
the service delay.
6• Channel availability: In addition to the location and the activity time of the PU, several
other factors affect the decision on the channel availability. First, the channel is considered
unavailable if the transmission of the SU is harmful to a receiving PU. Therefore, the SU needs
to maintain its interference with a receiving PU over a certain channel less than a certain
threshold to consider that channel available. Moreover, while the SU needs to maintain its
interference to the PU over a certain channel to be less than a certain threshold, it also
requires that the receiving SU can receive the transmitted message successfully. We can
conclude that deciding whether a channel is available or not does not depend only on sensing
the transmission of the PUs. Hence, group communication in CRNs incurs an overhead of
finding the available channels that ensure a successful reception by the receiving SUs and a
protection for the PU.
• Common Control Channel (CCC): CCC a common channel used to exchange the control
messages between the users in the wireless networks. The CCC channel needs to be available
for the SUS, reliable and secure. Due to the heterogeneity of the channel availability and the
dynamics of the PU, selecting a CCC is a challenging problem in the multicasting in CRN.
1.3.1 Performance Issues with group communication in CRNs
Due to the unique challenges of the CRN, the typical methods used to optimize the performance
of group communication in wireless networks may not be applicable for CRNs. The dynamics of
the PU may influence the delay, throughput and energy consumption of the group communication
session. Therefore, the activities of the PU play important roles on the actions that the SUs should
follow to optimize their performance. In this section, an overview of some performance issues
related to the delay, throughput and energy consumption of group communications in CRNs is
given as follows:
71.3.1.1 Delay of group communication Sessions in CRNs
One of the characteristics of the CRN is that the channel availability for the SUs is hetero-
geneous. In other words, the SUs participating in the group communication session may have a
different set of available channels. Hence, the routing path of the group communication session from
the source to a destination may include multiple links that operate over different channels. Group
communication between SUs in CRNs may result in excessive switchings between channels for data
transmission and reception. Switching between different channels incurs delay, which depends on
the bands of the channels and a parameter related to the technology of the used radio. To optimize
the service time for the group communication session in CRN, the channels need to allocated to
the SUs participating the group communication session such that the total delay, including the
switching time, is minimized.
Since the dynamics of the PUs may affect the channel availability for the SUs, some links may
fail if the PU associated with that link becomes active. Therefore, the SUs may wait until the PU
leaves the channel or they can switch to another channel and resume the group communication
session. In either case, the group communication session will incur more delay that results from
waiting for the PU to leave the channel or from channel switching time. By using quasistatic
channels where the activities of the PUs associated with them are relatively stable, the delay of the
group communication session may be eliminating frequent link maintenance.
If the SUs participating in the group communication session perform spectrum sensing, then
the delay of the group communication session is related to the spectrum sensing time. The SU
performs spectrum sensing to find a spectrum hole and to discover the availability of the PU. For
a given time period, the SU performs spectrum sensing and data transmission. More sensing time
may lead to more reliable spectrum sensing. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between sensing time
and average packet delay [13], and the sensing time should be optimized to get a reliable spectrum
sensing and lower delay.
81.3.1.2 Throughput of Group Communication in CRNs
In order to enhance the throughput of the group communication session, the channels with lower
interference and larger bandwidth should be allocated to the SUs. Moreover, these channels should
be selected such that the end-to-end delay is minimized since the end-to-end delay is strongly
related to the throughput of the group communication session. On the other hand, there is a
tradeoff between the throughput and the sensing time in CRN as shown in [14]. Therefore, the
spectrum sensing need to be optimized to get a higher throughput for the group communication
session.
1.3.1.3 Energy Consumption of the Group Communication Session in CRNs
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector consumes around 5% of global elec-
tricity demands [54]. As the data demands in the wireless networks grow with time, data traffic
of wireless networks causes more energy consumption [53]. Moreover, several unique functions
in CRN such as spectrum sensing and spectrum mobility also increase the energy consumption.
Therefore, we need to consider the characteristics of CRN when we design energy efficient group
communication.
Several methods can be used to reduce the energy consumption in CRN such as optimizing:
1) Transmission power, 2) Sensing time and 3) Channel allocation. Adjusting the transmission
power for the SUs is a critical task not only for protecting the PUs, but it contributes significantly
to energy consumption of the SUs. The minimum transmission power is decided based on the
distance of the transmitter and the receiver, the interference to the PUs and the other SUs. As
mentioned previously, there is a tradeoff between spectrum sensing and throughput. Therefore, we
need to consider the tradeoff between the throughput and the energy consumption since more spec-
trum sensing causes more energy consumption. Due to channel heterogeneity in CRNs, the group
communication session may incur excessive channel switching when the receiving and transmission
channels of the SUs are different. Although switching back and forth between a set of channels
consumes more energy, the total energy consumption of the group communication session can be
9reduced in some cases when some SUs receive the group communication message over a certain
channel and forward it over another channel. Hence, we need to optimize the channel allocation
such that we minimize the total energy consumption while considering the spectrum mobility.
1.3.1.4 Group Communication Scheduling in CRNs
The scheduling of transmissions is an important issue in wireless networks since the transmission
schedule can influence end-to-end delay, the throughput and energy consumption of the wireless
network. The heterogeneity of the channel availability, the dynamics of the PUs and the spectrum
sharing between the SUs necessitate unique and efficient scheduling methods to optimize the per-
formance in CRNs. A proper transmission schedule can reduce the end-to-end delay by making
a decision for each SU on when to transmit and when to withhold the transmission. Moreover,
interference can be reduced, and hence, the throughput can be increased. By reducing the inter-
ference, the SUs can transmit with a lower transmission power, and this can lead to better energy
management.
1.4 Cognitive Radio-Based Internet of Things
Internet of Things (IoT) is an enabling technology that allows a massive number of electronic de-
vices to interact with each other and with the surrounding environment through the internet [123].
By 2020, experts expect that 50 billions of IoT devices will be used by a wide range of networking
applications [103]. The deployment of this massive number of devices makes the problem of ac-
commodating more data demand more challenging due to the wireless spectrum scarcity problem.
However, utilizing CR technology allows the coexistence of the IoT devices with already existing
wireless networks users without the need for dedicated bands.
IoT devices are small battery powered devices that are deployed over large areas in general.
These two unique characteristics of the IoT devices allow innovating powerful applications with
reasonable cost and effort. For example, a large number of IoT devices can be distributed outside
the urban areas (for farming applications or border surveillance) where the wireless network and/or
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power infrastructures are limited or even do not exist. Although powering the IoT devices and
deploying them over large areas result in more flexible networks, several challenges need to be
addressed.
Depleting the battery of the IoT devices can be a challenging problem when replacing the
battery is not feasible. Moreover, data dissemination and collection to/from the IoT devices when
the network infrastructure is limited is another serious challenge. To address these two issues, Radio
Frequency (RF) Energy Harvesting (EH) technology allows charging the IoT devices wirelessly
without the need to replace their batteries. Moreover, utilizing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
in data disseminations and collection is an efficient method that has a great potential in future
wireless networks.
1.4.1 RF Energy Harvesting in Cognitive IoT
Energy Harvesting (EH) is the process of generating energy from ambient energy. An energy
harvesting source can be renewable such as the energy generated from wind, sunlight, waves and
heat. This kind of energy has gained a lot of attention since it is a clean source of energy. However,
utilizing renewable energy may not always be feasible especially in the IoT. For example, sunlight
may not be available for a sufficient duration to charge the IoT devices with required energy.
Therefore, RF energy can be used to charge the IoT devices more efficiently [84]. The main
advantages of charging IoT devices using RF energy is that the energy is transferred using the
wireless medium with low cost and small size energy harvesters [94].
IoT devices can harvest RF energy from either ambient or dedicated energy sources. Ambient
energy sources are used mainly for purposes other than transferring energy, such as base stations
that transmit data using RF signals. Therefore, IoT devices can harvest energy as long as the
sources of the ambient RF energy are transmitting. On the other hand, dedicated energy sources
are used in general for charging the IoT devices when certain energy demands cannot be satisfied
using ambient RF energy source.
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In CRNs, SUs search for spectrum holes where the associated PUs are idle or can tolerate certain
interference power. Interestingly, SUs can also search for busy bands where the PUs are active in
order to harvest energy. While CR technology improves spectrum efficiency in the IoT, equipping
the IoT device with energy harvesting capability increases energy efficiency as well [55, 56].
1.4.2 Cognitive UAV Communication in IoT
Deploying a massive number of IoT devices over a very large area using traditional wireless
network architectures may not be feasible due to the high cost of establishing the network infras-
tructure. Moreover, parts of the deployed IoT devices can be isolated which forms disconnected
networks of IoT devices. Adopting UAVs to disseminate and/or collect data to/from the IoT de-
vices opens a new revolution in the area of wireless networking. Using UAVs for communication in
the wireless networks provides more flexible network architecture. UAVs facilitate connecting the
IoT devices that are distributed outside urban areas to the backbone of the network. The capability
of the UAV to adjust its location increases the chance of improving the channel conditions by line
of sight communication links [121].
UAVs can act as mobile base stations to serve disconnected IoT devices more efficiently. Ad-
ditionally, UAVs can be relays between IoT devices and the traditional base stations to improve
throughput and coverage of the network. The main challenge of using the UAV in wireless networks
is how to optimize the trajectory design such that data is collected or disseminated successfully
with limitations on the UAV battery capacity. Adopting the UAV in CRN adds another dimension
to the problem by considering the interference caused by the UAV to the PUs. The UAV needs
to predict or detect the activities of the PUs, then it adjusts its location and transmission power,
transmission time and/or transmission duration in order to avoid harmful interference to the PUs.
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1.5 Thesis Contribution
This thesis discusses several issues regarding performance optimization of group communication
in CRNs and energy consumption and harvesting in IoT-based CRNs. The contribution of this
thesis can be summarized as follows:
• Routing and scheduling problem of many-to-many communication in CRNs is investigated.
Chapter 3 presents a mathematical model to optimize delay, throughput and number of used
links. Additionally, scheduling problem is studied using conflict graph based on a multi-layer
hyper graph model. A heuristic algorithm based on Ant Colony meta-heuristic is proposed
to solve the formulated problem in polynomial time since the mathematical model is hard to
solve.
• Energy efficient multicasting problem in CRNs is studied in Chapter 4. Both directional
and omnidirectional antennas are considered, and the objective is to minimize total energy
consumption while supporting multicast service in CRNs. Energy minimization problem
considers energy consumed due to data transmission and channel switching. The goals are
to build the Multicast routing tree and schedule data transmission for the SU such that total
energy consumption is minimized. A mathematical model is formulated in the form of MILP,
then a heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the optimization problem more efficiently.
• RF energy harvesting to support machine-to-machine communication in cellular networks is
investigated in Chapter 5. Each M2M device participating in forwarding multicast messages
is compensated by energy not less than the amount of energy consumed in multicast messages
forwarding. The objective is to minimize total energy transmitted to the M2M devices while
supporting the multicast communication. The formulated problem in the form of MINLP,
and it is non-convex even when the binary variables are relaxed. Therefore, the non-convex
function is approximated by a convex function. Then, Generalized Bender Decomposition
(GBD) is utilized to decompose the problem into an NLP and an MILP. The NLP is solved
iteratively within GBD using sequential convex programming. To solve the problem more
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efficiently when the scale of the system is large, the binary variables are relaxed, and the
problem is solved in a much faster time using the proposed algorithm, CDR.
• Minimizing energy consumption problem for a cognitive mobile base station is studied in
Chapter 6. The MB operates underlaying a primary network, and it adjusts it location and
transmission power to avoid causing harmful interference to the receiving PUs. The MB
receives data and energy requests, then it moves to a location nearby the IoT devices that
requested data or energy to support them with their demands. The problem is formulated
mathematically, and several factors affecting energy consumption of the MB are investigated.
• In Chapter 7, a cognitive UAV is proposed to disseminate data to a group of IoT devices.
The PU can tolerate cretin numbers of interfering transmission slots. Therefore, the UAV
senses the spectrum, and transmits its data within a certain number of slots such that the
PU is protected from harmful interference. The objective is to maximize the minimum num-
ber of bits received by the IoT devices. The problem is formulated mathematically in the
form of MINLP. Therefore, the original problem is approximated and solved iteratively using
successive convex programming. It is shown that the utilized algorithm converges to a KKT
point.
1.6 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. First, literature review is given in Chapter 2. Then, multi-
objective optimization for many-to-many communication in CRNs is studied in Chapter 3 and
energy efficient multicasting in CRNs problem is studied in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 introduces
wireless-powered machine-to-machine multicasting in cellular networks. Moreover, efficient data
and energy transfer in IoT with a mobile cognitive base station is proposed in Chapter 6 while the
problem of data dissemination in IoT using a cognitive UAV is investigated in chapter 7. Finally,
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and presents the future researches.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, an overview is given for the state-of-the-art in the area of optimization of group
communication planning and operation in term of delay minimization, throughput maximization,
energy consumption minimization and scheduling in CRN. Additionally, we review the literatures
related to RF energy transfer and UAV communication in CRN.
2.1 Optimizing the Performance of Group Communication in CRNs
In [16], the authors proposed a multicasting routing algorithm that allocates channels to the
SUs while considering the heterogeneity of the channels availability and the switching time. The
algorithm aims at reducing the end-to-end delay and enhancing the throughput of the multicast
session. In [17], a multi-objective multicast routing algorithm is proposed that minimizes the end-
to-end delay, maximizes the data rate and minimizes the number of used links. The authors used
different metaheuristic algorithms to solve the problem, and they compared the performance of
these algorithms. In [18], the authors showed the tradeoff between the capacity and the delay for
the multicast traffic in CRN. They showed that the delay is reduced when multiple nodes work as
relays. In [19], we proposed two algorithms that improve the performance of CRNs in terms of the
continuity of the service in the presence of a wireless link failure. We used reactive and proactive
backup multicast trees construction to protect the multicast tree from a single link failure.
In, [20], the authors proposed a cross-layer scheme that optimizes the throughput of multicast-
ing in multi-hop CRNs. Moreover, they introduced a service provider that finds spectrum holes and
allocates them to the SUs. Using a conflict graph, the multicast flow and link scheduling are charac-
terized mathematically. In [21], a mathematical model is presented to maximize the throughput of
the multicast session in CRN using directional antennas. Because of the computational complexity
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of solving the proposed mathematical model, a near-optimal greedy algorithm is proposed to solve
the problem in polynomial time.
An assistance strategy is proposed in [22] that mitigates the heterogeneity of the channel avail-
ability problem in the multicasting in CRN. First, the multicast receivers assist the source in
sending the data. Then, the group-based coded multicast message is decoded by the receivers of
each group. A scheduling strategy is introduced which utilizes the heterogeneity of channel avail-
ability to enhance the throughput. It is shown that the proposed assistance strategy reduces the
delay in addition to increasing the throughput.
The authors in [23] analyzed the throughput and the stability of a cooperative random access
for multicasting in CRNs. The paper studies the impact of the cooperation between the PUs and
the SUs on the throughput and delay, where the SUs relay the unsuccessful transmitted messages
by the PUs. It is shown that the cooperation scheme can result in reducing the delay and increases
the throughput for both the PUs and the SUs. The authors in [24] studied the causal ordering for
group communication in CRNs. Given a group communication request, the authors proposed two-
phase method to establish the connections of the group communication while preserving the causal
order. The proposed solution construct the multicast tree of the group communication session, and
the transmission schedule is created such that the used bandwidth is minimized.
2.2 Optimizing Energy Consumption of Group Communication in CRNs
Energy efficient multicasting and energy efficiency in general have been well investigated in
traditional wireless networking [25, 26, 27, 28] compared to CRN. Few works have studied the
problem of energy efficient multicasting in CRNs. In [29], the authors studied the problem of energy
efficient multicasting in CRNs while considering the dependency of the wireless link availability and
the occupancy of the spectrum opportunities. They proposed an approximation algorithm which
converts the problem to a typical directed Steiner tree problem. It is shown that the proposed
method significantly reduces energy consumption compared with other conventional algorithms.
On the other hand, an energy efficient multicast routing algorithm is introduced in [30] for routing
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the multicast message in multi-hop CRNs. The proposed solution utilizes network coding to increase
the throughput of the multicast session. Moreover, it is shown that the proposed algorithm reduces
the energy consumption of the multicast session while enhancing the throughput due to the use of
network coding.
In [31], the authors proposed a cross-layer approach to minimize the network-wide resources to
support multicast sessions in CRNs. The proposed solution jointly considers routing and scheduling
of a multicast session with a bit rate constraint. Due to the complexity of the formulated problem, a
heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the problem. An optimization framework is presented in [32]
to schedule the multicast transmission in CRNs. First, the base station sends the multicast message
to a subset of SUs, then the SUs use the local available channels for cooperation in forwarding the
multicast message. To reduce the overhead of error control and recovering the corrupted multicast
messages, network coding is used for recovering the messages. The proposed solution considers
transmission power control, scheduling, PU protection, fairness and spectrum access. It is shown
that the proposed solution enhances the performance of the multicasting in CRNs.
In [33], energy efficiency of multicast communication is studied while considering underlay
mode communication. Each group of SUs is assigned one cognitive base station and accesses one
PU’s channel. By controlling the interference to the PU and transmission power and data rate
of each group of SUs, the formulated mathematical model optimizes the energy efficiency of the
multicast sessions. Due to the complexity of solving the formulated problem, the authors proposed
an algorithm that solve the problem in a more efficient way.
2.3 Energy Harvesting and Wireless-Powered Networks in the Cognitive
Radio-based Internet of Things
A hybrid network architecture is proposed in [34], where a group of power beacons transfer
energy to mobile devices wirelessly by microwave radiation. The power beacons are randomly
distributed, which can radiate isotropically or directly to a mobile device using beamforming. The
authors studied the outage constraint on the data link using a stochastic-geometry model, and they
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investigated the trade-off between network parameters. The paper in [35] considers multiple users
that harvest energy from a dedicated energy transmitter. The authors formulated a mathematical
model that optimizes energy efficiency of the network by jointly controlling the power and allocating
the resources. The non-convex mathematical model is transformed into a convex problem using
fractional programming theory.
In [36], the authors studied the challenges associated with designing energy harvesting cellular
networks. Numerical results shows the importance of adopting dedicated energy transmitters on
the network outage probability. It is shown that planned deployment of the dedicated energy
transmitter reduces the outage probability significantly. A hybrid access point is proposed in [37],
where it broadcasts energy to the users through the downlink and received data from all users
though the uplink. Additionally, each user can harvest energy from the peer users when they are
transmitting. The goals of the proposed scheme is to maximize the sum throughput and minimize
the required harvested energy.
In [38], the author proposed a scheme where IoT devices in cellular networks perform energy
harvesting and energy transfer. These IoT devices share the spectrum opportunistically with cellu-
lar devices when the spectrum is idle. The cluster head IoT devices have a reliable energy source,
and they perform spectrum sensing and scheduling of the transmission of the other IoT devices.
The paper shows the trade-off between energy harvesting, data transmission, spectrum availability
and energy availability. Energy efficient resource allocation for IoT M2M communication with en-
ergy harvesting is introduced in [39]. The objective of the proposed work is to minimize the energy
consumption subject to constraints on the transmission power, minimal throughput and energy
causality. The authors compared Non Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) and Time-division
multiple access (TDMA) strategies, and they considered the circuit energy consumption in the
optimization problem.
In [40], a reliable broadcast scheme is proposed which addresses two main challenges of the
energy harvesting devices: 1) transmission errors and 2) energy deficiency. Forward error correc-
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tion code, energy-aware receiving scheme and early-transmission schemes are adopted to mitigate
transmission errors and energy deficiency problems.
2.4 Energy Transfer using Cognitive Mobile Base Stations in the Internet of
Things
Cognitive and mobile base stations that transfer energy to users in wireless networks have not
been well studied. However, moving base stations that charge sensors nodes have been introduced
in wireless sensor networks. For example, a mobile base station is used in [41] for data collection and
for prolonging the life time of the network in [42, 43]. In [42], the authors conducted experiments
that demonstrated the feasibility of charging sensor nodes wirelessly. A mobile wireless charger is
introduced in [44] to make sure that no sensor node runs out of battery. Additionally, the goal is
to minimize the total energy consumption of the network. Moreover, a joint routing and wireless
charging is considered in [45] where the mobile base station moves to the parts of the network
where charging is needed.
In [46], mobile energy gateway is proposed to transfer RF energy to users in the network.
The problem is formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and solved to determine the
optimal energy management policy. It is shown that the proposed work outperforms other baseline
schemes. In [47], the authors studied the problem of reducing the number of used mobile chargers
and charging depots to guarantee the continuity of the charging service. The proposed solution
considers both the charging tour planning and mobile chargers depots positioning. This scheme
results in reducing the number of required mobile chargers and the charging time significantly.
2.5 Cognitive UAV in the Internet of Things
In [48], a cognitive UAV is proposed to share the spectrum with a single pair of a transmitting
PU and a receiving PU. The UAV optimizes its trajectory to maximize the average rate of a
single ground secondary user. To protect the receiving PU from harmful interference, the authors
assumed underlay communication mode where the interference power does not exceed a certain
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threshold. A shared UAV is proposed in [49] to relay the messages of the SUs and the PUs to the
closest primary base station. The SUs’ messages are forwarded from the primary base station to
the secondary network after forwarding the message to the primary base station. The objective is
to maximize the achievable rate of the SU subject to constraints on allowable interference to the
PU and transmission power of the SU.
A high mobility CRN is considered in [50], where the user in the network is an airborne node,
e.g., a UAV. The authors introduced a mobility model for the airborne nodes in the network.
Additionally, they proposed a routing scheme that considers channel selection based on the node
capacity. Energy efficiency of a cognitive UAV, that transmits data over an area of a primary
network, is studied in [51]. The UAV transmits underlaying the primary network, i.e., underlay
communication mode. The problem is formulated mathematically with constraints on the interfer-
ence, transmission power and a minimal rate. Simulation results show the relationship between the
energy efficiency and the power budget and altitude of the UAV.
A cognitive UAV is proposed in [52] to improve the quality of spectrum sensing in CRNs. The
UAV flies in a circular way, where the flight path is divided into sensing radian and transmission
radian. Given that the UAV detects the absence of the PU during the sensing radian, the UAV
transmits its data in the next transmission radian. Spectrum sensing problem is formulated math-
ematically to maximize the throughput of the UAV. Simulation results show how improving the
spectrum sensing performance improves the throughput of the UAV.
2.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, related works in the area of optimization the performance of group communi-
cation and enhancing energy consumption and harvesting of CR-based IoT devices are presented.
Optimizing the performance of group communication and enhancing energy efficiency in traditional
wireless networks are well studied. However, this area is not well investigated in CRNs and CR-
based IoT. Accordingly, the focus of this thesis is to investigate several performance issues of group
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communication in CRNs and propose methods to minimize energy consumption and utilize energy
harvesting in CRNs and CR-based IoT.
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CHAPTER 3. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION FOR
MANY-TO-MANY COMMUNICATION IN COGNITIVE RADIO
NETWORKS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter [1], we study the routing and scheduling problems of many-to-many communi-
cation in CRNs. The goal is to optimize the performance of the routing in terms of delay, data rate
and the number of required links. Given a many-to-many communication session, we establish a
routing tree from each user in the many-to-many communication session request to all other users
in the request. First, we model the network using a Multi-Layer Hyper Graph. Then, we formulate
a mathematical model for a multi-objective optimization problem to optimize delay, data rate and
the number of links in the routing trees. Due to the complexity of solving the problem optimally,
we proposed a modified version of an Ant Colony optimization algorithm (MOACS). Simulation
results show that MOACS algorithm outperforms a single objective reference algorithm (Shortest
Path Tree) in all objectives.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We describe the system model in Section 3.2.
Then, we formulate our problem mathematically in Section 3.3. We study scheduling of SUs
transmission in Section 3.4 and introduce MOACS algorithm in Section 3.5. Finally, we show
simulation results in Section 3.6 and conclude the chapter in Section 3.7.
3.2 System Model
We consider a multi-hop cognitive radio network with n Secondary Users (SUs). Each SU is
equipped with a single radio and can access a single channel at a time either for transmission or
reception. Channels availabilities for SUs are heterogeneous, i.e., the set of available channel for
each user may vary depending on the location of the SU and the channel condition in its vicinity.
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SUs in the network use TV white space spectrum, where the spectrum activities are quasistatic.
The used TV white space spectrum includes the very high frequency (VHF) channels 2-13 and the
ultra high frequency (UHF) channels 14-51 [57].
The network is modeled using the Multilayer Hyper-Graph model introduced in [71]. The
multilayer Hyper-Graph consists of a number of layers with each layer representing a communication
channel. Each layer (channel) has a set of Hyper-Edges (HE), and each HE consists of a set of SUs.
Let TR = {TR1 , · · · ,TRmax} be a set of transmission ranges, where TRmax is the maximum transmission
range. The SU can transmit to the other SUs with rate ri using a transmission range TRi , where
TR1 ≤ TRi ≤ TRmax. For each transmission range TRi , SUs using the same channel are grouped in
one HE if all of them can transmit/receive to/from each other and within one hop. Therefore,
the distance between any two SUs (say SUj and SUk) located within one HE is no more than the
transmission range within the HE, i.e.,
|LSUj − LSUk | ≤ TRi (3.1)
where LSUj and LSUk are the locations of SUj and SUk respectively. SUj and SUk belong to one
HE and TRi is the transmission range within the HE.
Given the transmission range, TRi , within an HE, the upper bound on the transmission rate
within the HE can be calculated using Shannon–Hartley’s formula, which is given by
Rˆi = W log2(1 +
PAtAr
TRi
ζN0W
) (3.2)
where Rˆi is the channel capacity when the transmission range equals to TRi , W is the channel
bandwidth, P is the transmission power, At and Ar are the transmitting and receiving antenna
gains, respectively, N0 is the noise spectral density and ζ is the path loss exponent. The data rate
of an HE depends on the transmission range of the SUs forming that HE. Let HE q be an HE
where the transmission range of its corresponding SUs is TR
k
. The cost of the HE q is represented
by transmission time of a packet within HE q, which is given by Packet size
Rˆk
, where Rˆk is the data
rate of HE q.
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A {1, 2}
B {1, 2, 3}
E {1, 3}
C {1, 2, 3}
D {2, 3}
Figure 3.1: SUs’ locations and available channels.
Figure 3.1 shows a group of SUs and their channel assignments. To model the network using
a Multilayer Hyper-Graph, all SUs with a common channel are assigned to a layer as shown in
Figure 3.2. Moreover, the SUs located within the transmission range of each other are assigned to
an HE. The rate of transmission inside HE’s depends on the transmission range of the SU, where
a shorter transmission range leads to a higher transmission rate. In Figure 3.2, the transmission
range of the SUs in HE1 and HE4 is TR1 , in HE3 and HE6 is T
R
2 and in HE2 and HE5 is T
Rs3.
The rates corresponding to t1, t2 and t3 are r3, r2 and r1 respectively, where TR1 < T
R
2 < T
R
3 and
r3 < r2 < r1.
An SU may have more than one channel available as shown in Figure 3.2. The dashed line
in Figure 3.2 represents switching delay when an SU receives a packet over a certain channel and
forwards it over another channel. The switching delay between band i (Wi) and band j (Wj) is given
by [59]:
k |Wi −Wj | (3.3)
where k is a technology dependent parameter, and we assume that k = 120µs75MHz [77].
For each channel i, we assume that one Primary User (PU) can be active at a time and with a
probability PPUi , where PUi is the PU licensed to channel i. Once PUi becomes active on channel
i, all SUs located within its transmission range will be blocked from accessing channel i. All HE’s
associated with these SUs are considered inactive when the PU becomes active. For example, HE
2 in Figure 3.3 becomes inactive when PU1 starts its transmission. This is because SU B and SU C
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Figure 3.2: Multilayers Hyper-Graph.
are located within transmission range of PU1 and they cannot communicate with each other over
channel 1.
The Multilayer Hyper-Graph introduced in [71] is used to model Many-to-Many communication
in Multi-Hop Cognitive Radio Networks as shown in Figure 3.4. Assume that there is a Many-
to-Many communication request represented by SU A, SU B and SU C. Hence, it is required to
route the traffic initiated by each of these SUs to all other SUs. In other words, each SU in
the Many-to-Many communication request sends messages to all other SUs in the Many-to-Many
communication request. The dummy nodes with t and r subscripts in Figure 3.4 represent sources
and destinations of the Many-to-Many communication request, respectively. These dummy nodes
are used to make source and destination SUs tune their radios to the channels that optimize our
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Figure 3.3: PU transmission effect.
objective of minimizing the delay and the number of links and maximizing the data rate. The
dummy links, which connect the dummy nodes to source/destination SUs, are virtual. Hence, we
do not consider them in calculating the delay, number of links and the date rate.
Packets routing in cognitive radio networks can be over a single channel or multiple channels as
needed. It is shown in Figure 3.4 that all source SUs in the Many-to-Many communication session
(A, B and C) belong to HE 2. Therefore, SU A can reach all other SUs in the session over channel
1 and within one hop. The dummy node, At , indicates that SU A needs to tune its radio over
channel 1 for transmission, where the dummy nodes Br and Cr indicate that they tune their radios
to channel 1 to receive the messages from SU A. SU A has the choice of sending its messages with
a higher date rate using channel 2. However, it will need one hop to reach SU B and two hops to
reach SU C through SU D.
In contrast to SU A, SU B can reach all destinations with a higher data rate, but with more
hops. SU B can reach the other SUs in the session over channel 2 and with one hop to SU A
(through HE 3) and two hops to SU C (through HE 3 and HE 4). SU C sends its messages over
channel 3 through HE 5, where SU B can rceive the messages over channel 3 and within one hop.
However, SU A cannot operate on channel 3, and hence, SU E receives the traffic from SU C over
channel 3 and switches to channel 1 to forward the traffic to SU A in HE 1. Spectrum switching
performed by SU E to route SU C’s traffic causes switching delay, which is represented by the
dashed line between SU E on channel 1 and channel 3.
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Figure 3.4: Routing in Multilayers Hyper-Graph.
To construct the Many-to-Many communication subgraph, we convert the Multilayer Hyper-
Graph to the mapped graph [71] as shown in Figure 3.5. Each HE is converted to what is called
a ”super-node” (SN), which represents all SUs associated with an HE. An SN is equivalent to the
HE, and we use both terms in this chapter interchangeably. If there is an SU belonging to multiple
HE’s, then there is an overlap between these HE’s. The overlap between two HE’s means that
an overlapping SU can forward the messages between the overlapping HE’s. Therefore, any two
overlapping HE’s are represented by two super-nodes with a link connecting them as shown in
Figure 3.5.
Let V and E be the sets of all SNs and all edges in the mapped graph respectively. Then,
the mapped graph of the Multilayer Hyper-Graph is represented by G(V,E). The solid lines in
Figure 3.5 represent that both HEs at the end of the line belong to one layer, and hence, no
switching delay is considered. However, if the overlapping HEs belong to different layers, then the
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super-nodes representing them are connected by a dashed line to reflect that a switching delay is
considered in delay calculation.
At
Bt
Ct
Ar
Br
Cr
SN 2 SN 1
SN 3 SN 4
SN 5
Dummy Link
SN on Layer 1 SN on Layer 2 SN on Layer 3Dummy SN
Link with Switching delayLink without Switching delay
Figure 3.5: Mapping the Multilayers Hyper-Graph.
3.3 Multi-objective Optimization Problem for Many-to-Many Communication
in CRN
The many-to-many session request is represented by a set of SUs, SM , where each SU ∈ SM
sends/receives messages to/from all other SUs in the set. Establishing a minimum cost tree from
an SU to all other SUs in the many-to-many session group is equivalent to finding the Steiner
minimum tree [68], which is an NP-Hard problem [69]. We formulate our problem as an Integer
Linear Program (ILP) as described in the following.
Let St be a set of transmitting dummy nodes and Sr be a set of receiving dummy nodes cor-
responding to the SUs in SM . For an SU p, the transmitting and receiving dummy nodes corre-
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sponding to p are denoted by pt and pr respectively. Let Mˆ be a set of binary variables M
ptqr
i j ,
∀pt ∈ St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr,∀i, j ∈ V , where Mptqri j is defined as
Mptqri j =

1, if there is a path from pt to qr using
link (i, j).
0, otherwise.
(3.4)
Our objectives are maximizing the date rate and minimizing the delay and the number of links
that interconnect the SNs for a given Many-to-Many session request. Let YL(Mˆ), YD(Mˆ), and YR(Mˆ)
be the number of links, delay, and data rate of session SM respectively. The number of links used
in the mapped Multilayer Hyper-Graph for session SM is the summation of all binary numbers in
Mˆ. Hence, YL(Mˆ) is given by
YL(Mˆ) =
∑
∀pt ∈St ,∀qr ∈Sr \pr
∑
∀(i, j)∈V
Mptqri j (3.5)
The delay of the Many-to-Many session is the longest delay among all paths in the Many-to-
Many session, which is given by
YD(Mˆ) = Max(
∑
∀(i, j)∈V
Mptqri j dˆi j),
∀pt ∈ St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr
(3.6)
where dˆi j is the delay between node i and node j. dˆi j includes transmission and switching delay
between i and j.
The rate of the transmission between node i and node j, ri j , is the rate of the node with the
minimum rate. Hence, ri j = Min(ri,rj), where ri and rj are the rates of nodes i and j respectively.
To find the rate of the Many-to-Many session SM , we need to find the rate of the link with the
minimum rate, which is given by
YR(Mˆ) = Min(Mptqri j ri j + (1 − Mptqri j )K),
∀pt ∈ St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr,∀(i, j) ∈ V .
(3.7)
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where K is a very large number.
Let
−→
Y (Mˆ) be the objective function vector, which is given by
−→
Y (Mˆ) = (YL(Mˆ),YD(Mˆ),YR(Mˆ)). (3.8)
Hence, the multi-objective optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
Minimize :
Mˆ
−→
Y mm(Mˆ) = (YL(Mˆ),YD(Mˆ),−YR(Mˆ)) (3.9)
Subject to:
∑
∀(i,x)∈V
Mptqrix −
∑
∀(x, j)∈V
Mptqrx j =

1, i f x = qr
−1, i f x = pt
0, otherwise
∀pt ∈ St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr
(3.10)
∑
∀pt ∈St ,∀qr ∈Sr \pr
Mptqri j ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ V (3.11)
Mptqri j + M
ptqr
ji ≤ 1 ∀pt ∈ St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr,∀i, j ∈ V (3.12)
YD(Mˆ) ≤ dˆmax (3.13)
rmin ≤ YR(Mˆ) ∀pt ∈ St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr (3.14)
YL(Mˆ),YD(Mˆ) > 0 ∀pt ∈ St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr (3.15)
Mptqri j ∈ {0,1} ∀pt ∈ St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr,∀i, j ∈ V (3.16)
In this optimization problem, (3.10) is the routing constraint for the flow in each link in the
Many-to-Many session, (3.11) ensures that each link between any couple of nodes is used for routing
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a flow destined for only one path from a source to a destination and (3.12) ensures that the
transmission between any couple of nodes is in one direction. The constraint in (3.13) is an upper
bound on YD(Mˆ), where dˆmax is the maximum allowable delay. The constraints in (3.14-3.15) are
lower bounds on YL(Mˆ), YD(Mˆ) and YR(Mˆ), where rmin is the required bit rate for the path between
node pt and node qr , and (3.16) indicates that M
ptqr
i j is a binary number.
The optimization problem in (3.9-3.16) is an Integer Liner Program (ILP) problem. The decision
variables of this problem are Mptqri j , where the parameters are K, dˆi j , dˆmax, rmin, and ri, ∀pt ∈
St,∀qr ∈ Sr\pr,∀i, j ∈ V .
3.4 Scheduling of SNs’ Transmission
In wireless networks, simultaneous transmissions may cause interference as a result of sharing
the wireless medium. Hence, random access MAC protocols or transmission scheduling need to be
utilized in order to avoid transmission collision. In this chapter, we schedule the transmissions of
the SNs over a cycle T, where T is slotted into several synchronized slots. An SN’s transmission
may conflict with another SN’s transmission due to reasons other than interference. For example,
two overlapping SNs may conflict with each other due to the assumption that each SU has a single
radio and can not transmit and receive at the same time.
In this section, the possible conflicts between SNs (or Hyperedges) is studied. In each SN, one
SU is responsible for transmission to all other SUs belonging to that SN. This transmission must
be scheduled in such a way that no conflict happens between any two or more transmitting SUs.
A conflict between any two SNs means that they cannot be scheduled for transmission in the same
time slot.
The reasons for conflict between SNs can be summarized as follows:
1. Let SUB transmit to SUD over channel h. According to the protocol interference model
in [73], SUD can successfully receive transmissions from SUB if
|LSUz − LSUD | ≥ (1 + δˆ)|LSUB − LSUD | (3.17)
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where SUz is any simultaneously transmitting SU over the same channel other than SUB,
and δˆ is a positive parameter. Let SNi and SNj belong to one layer and s(SNk) ∈ d(SNj).
If the source of SNk , s(SNk), is located within the interference range of SNi’s source, s(SNi),
then there is a conflict between SNi and SNj . In Figure 3.6 (a), SUD is located within the
interference range of SUA, and SUD ∈ d(SN2). Therefore, there is a conflict between SN1 (HE
1) and SN2 (HE 2).
2. If s(SNj) ∈ d(SNi), and both SNi and SNj are destined for routing the traffic initiated by one
Many-to-Many session’s source, then SNi conflicts with SNj . If s(SNi) = s(SNj), then there is
no conflict between SNj and SNi when they are destined for routing the traffic initiated by
one SU. Figure 3.6 (b) shows that the source of SN2, SUB, is also a destination for SU A in
SN1. Hence, SN1 and SN2 cannot be scheduled for transmission at the same time slot. If SN2
operates on different channel as in Figure 3.6 (c), the conflict between SN1 and SN2 is still
valid since the above condition is met, and each node uses a single transceiver.
3. If s(SNi) = s(SNj), and SNi and SNj are destined for routing the traffic initiated by different
Many-to-Many session’s sources, then SNi conflicts with SNj . Figure 3.6 (d) shows that there
is a conflict between SN1 and SN3 since s(SN1) = s(SN3) and both SN1 and SN3 are destined
for different routing trees.
4. If SNi and SNj are on different layers, and s(SNi) = s(SNj), then there is a conflict in trans-
mission schedule between SNi and SNj . For example, SUA is the source for SN1 and SN3
as shown in Figure 3.6 (e). SUA cannot transmit on different channels at the same time
while having only a single radio. Hence, SN1 and SN3 must be scheduled for transmission in
different time slots.
5. Let SNi and SNk belong to one layer, SNj and SNm belong to another layer, s(SNk) ∈ d(SNi)
and s(SNm) ∈ d(SNj). if s(SNk) = s(SNm), then there is a conflict between s(SNi) and s(SNj).
In Figure 3.6 (f), SN1 conflicts with SN3 because the condition above is satisfied.
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Figure 3.6: Conflicts Between SNs.
After finding all pairs of conflicting SNs, we construct the conflict graph GC of the original
graph G(V,E). By using the Weighted coloring Algorithm in [76] while considering the weighted
SNs instead of weighted links, we can find the schedule of the transmission for each SN. Therefore,
all non-conflicting SNs can transmit in one time slot. The SN with a lower data rate requires more
time slots than the SN with a higher data rate. To calculate the weight of each SN, the SN with
the highest rate is assigned weight 1 and all other SNs are weighted by dMax RateSN’s Ratee [17].
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3.5 Solving the Multi-objective Optimization for Many-to-Many
Communication using Ant Colony Optimization
In Section 3.3, we modeled the optimization problem as an ILP since the problem is NP-Hard
[70]. To obtain a solution of the problem in polynomial time, we use the Ant colony optimization
(ACO) [63, 64, 65] meta-heuristic approach to solve our problem. ACO was inspired by the behavior
of ants when they search for a food source. The ants deposit pheromone along their path from
their nest to the target source. Since the pheromone evaporates over time, the shortest path to
the source will have the strongest pheromone concentration. Therefore, future ants tend to select
shorter paths.
In this chapter, we use ACO to solve the multiobjective optimization problem for Many-to-
Many communication in CRNs. Given a set SM , which represents a many-to-many session, each
SUl ∈ SM establishes a subtree Tl that reaches all other SUm ∈ SM\SUl. The union of all subtrees
forms a many-to-many communication subgraph Tm2m, and the optimization is performed over this
union. Each SUl ∈ SM is associated with a pheromone matrix Ωl such that each matrix is updated
independently. Ωl = ∪Ωli j, ∀(i, j) ∈ E, where Ωli j is the pheromone intensity on the link between SNi
and SN j observed by the ants during the establishment of subtree Tl. For each subtree Tl ∈ Tm2m,
the probability that ant k in SNi chooses to move to SNj is given by [63]
Pki j(l) =

[Ωli j ]α ηβi j∑
∀q∈Zk
[Ωliq ]α ηβiq
if j ∈ Zk,
0 Otherwise.
(3.18)
where Zk is a set of all neighboring nodes unvisited by ant k, and α and β are parameters used to
weight Ωli j and ηi j respectively. ηi j is the visibility to SNj when the ant is on SNi, which is given
by
ηi j =
1
T jx + T
i j
sw
(3.19)
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where T jx is the transmission time inside supernode j, and T
i j
sw is the switching time between the
channels corresponding to supernode i and supernode j. For an ant in supernode i, a higher
visibility to supernode j means lower delay for the ant to transit to supernode j.
We use a modified version of the Multi-objective Ant Colony Optimization Algorithms (MOACS)
in [66] and [17] to find the Pareto optimal set as described in Algorithm 6. A solution is called
Pareto optimal if it is not dominated by any other solutions found by MOACS. The input of the
algorithm is a mapped Hyper-Graph and a Many-to-Many session request SM . The session request
SM is a set of SUs denoted by {X1,X2, . . . ,X |S |}, where each SU sends its messages to all other
SUs in SM . The output of Algorithm 6 are many-to-many subgraph, where each many-to-many
subgraph Tm2m provides a Pareto optimal solution in terms of delay, rate and number of links.
Algorithm 6 starts by initializing Tm2m, Ysol and Ωlmn, where Ysol is a set of all Tm2m subgraphs
and Ω0 is the initial pheromone value. In lines 3-7, |S | sub-trees are established from each source to
all other sources. In other words, a sub-tree is established from the transmitting dummy node Xkt
corresponding to the SU Xk in SM to all other receiving dummy nodes corresponding to the other
SUs in SM , ∀Xk ∈ SM . In lines 8-9, the transmissions of all SNs in Tm2m are scheduled, and the
number of links, delay and rate are calculated. The Algorithm in lines 10-11 dismisses the solution
if it is not feasible. In lines 12-13, Ysol is updated to remove any solution dominated by Tm2m. If
the recently generated Tm2m is not dominated by any other Many-to-Many tree, the pheromone
matrices are reinitialized as shown in lines 14-15. This reinitialization helps in finding another
solution in the following iterations, which may not be dominated by any tree in Ysol. If Tm2m is
dominated, then Ωlmn is updated as shown in lines 16-17 to exploit all already found solutions to
find a better solution in the next iterations, where ρ is the pheromone evaporation rate, and ∆l is
given by
∆l =
1
w1Delayl + w2NumO f Linksl
+ w3Ratel . (3.20)
where w1, w2 and w3 are weighting factors, and Delayl, NumO f Linksl, and Ratel are the delay
the number of links and the rate of Tl respectively. The while loop continues until the maximum
number of iterations is reached.
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Algorithm 1: MOACS
Input: Mapped Hyper-Graph G(V,E) and a Many-to-Many session SM =
{X1,X2, . . . ,X |S |}.
Output: Optimal Many-to-Many trees Ysol.
1 Initialize: Tm2m = φ,Ysol = φ, Ωlmn = Ω0,∀ l s.t . SUl ∈ SM,∀(m,n) ∈ E.
2 while (Iteration <Max Iteration) do
3 G
′(V,E) = G(V,E), Tm2m = φ.
4 for (k ← 1 to SM ) do
5 Build kth subtree, Tk , from Xkt to every node Xjr s.t. Xjr ∈{Sr \Xkr } using
BuildTree(SM , Xk).
6 Tm2m = Tm2m ∪ Tk .
7 Update G
′(V,E).
8 Find the conflicting SN’s in Tm2m and schedule the transmission accordingly.
9 Calculate the number of links, delay and rate of Tm2m.
10 if the delay > dˆmax or the rate < rmin then
11 Start a new iteration.
12 if ( Tm2m is not dominated by any T ∈Ysol) then
13 Ysol = Ysol ∪ Tm2m − {Tr |Tr ≺ Tm2m}, ∀Yr ∈ Ysol .
14 if (Ysol was modified) then
15 Ωlmn = Ω0,∀ l s.t . SUl ∈ S,∀(m,n) ∈ E
16 else
17 Repeat ∀Tl ∈ Ysol,∀ l s.t . SUl ∈ S,∀(m,n) ∈ E, Ωlmn = (1 − ρ)Ωlmn + ρ∆l
18 Iteration++
3.6 Simulation Results
MOACS In this section, we present simulation results for multi-objective optimization for many-
to-many communication in a CRN. We consider a CRN with 6 channels and 50 SUs distributed
over 300 m by 300 m area. Transmission range of each SU can be 120, 130, 140, 150, 160 or 170
m. The SUs located within the transmission range of each other form an SN, where the rate of the
SN is calculated using equation 4.3. Table 7.1 shows the parameters used in the simulation.
Using Algorithm 6, we find the optimal Pareto set. Then, we compare the performance of
the multi-ojective optimization algorithm given by Algorithm 6 with a single-objective algorithm
that finds the shortest-path tree (SPT). In the single-objective algorithm, a shortest path tree is
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Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
W 6 MHz
P 0.1 W
g 1
ζ 2
N0 W/Hz
δˆ 0.1
Parameter Value
dˆmax 1 µs
rmin 1 Mbps
PPUi 0.1,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,6}
Packet Size 1500 Bytes
Group Size 4 − 6
Algorithm 6 Iterations 2000
generated from each source SN to all destination SN ′s using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The shortest-
path tree is an approximation to the minimum Steiner tree. We consider each of the delay, rate
and number of links as single objectives for finding the shortest path tree in terms of delay, rate
and number of links, respectively.
In the simulation, we generate a random CRN according to the parameters mentioned earlier.
Then, we generate 5 random sessions for a specific group size. Fig.6.4 shows comparisons between
the performance of Algorithm 6 (MOACS) with the single-objective algorithms (SPT D, SPT R
and SPT L) when the group size is 4, 5 and 6, respectively. SPT D, SPT R and SPT L represent
SPT when the single objective is the delay, rate and number of links, respectively.
As the group size increases, the delay and the number of links increases and the date rate
decreases. It is shown in Fig.6.4 that the solutions of MOACS are not dominated by either SPT
D, SPT R or SPT L. In other words, the solutions generated by MOACS are better at least in one
objective. Most of MOACS solutions outperform the solutions obtained by SPT D, SPT R and
SPT L in all objectives. For example, four solutions found by MOACS dominate the solutions of
SPT D, SPT R and SPT L algorithm when the group size is 4. Moreover, all MOACSC solutions
dominate the solutions of SPT D, SPT R and SPT L when the group size is 5 or 6.
3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we studied the routing and scheduling problem for many-to-many communica-
tion in CRNs while optimizing the QoS of the SUs. We modeled the optimization problem as an
37
ILP, and solved it using an Ant Colony meta-heuristic. The Pareto front found by MOACS was
found to outperform single-objective SPT algorithm in delay, rate and the number of transmission
links.
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Figure 3.7: The performance of the Algorithm 1 and SPT when: (a): group size is 4, (b): group
size is 5, (c) group size is 6.
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CHAPTER 4. ENERGY EFFICIENT MULTICASTING IN COGNITIVE
RADIO NETWORKS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter [2], we study the problem of minimizing energy consumption of mulitcast service
in CRNs. We consider directional and omnidirectional antennas for the SUs in the multicast session.
Moreover, we consider energy consumption due to channel switching when an SU switches between
two different channels. Given a multicast request, the objective is to build a routing tree for
the multicast request and schedule the SUs’ transmission such that the total energy consumption
is reduced. Accordingly, we formulate this problem mathematically as a Mixed Integer Linear
Program (MILP). Since the problem is NP-hard, we introduce a heuristic algorithm to solve it in
polynomial time.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We describe the system model in Section 6.2.
Then, we formulate the problem mathematically and propose a heuristic algorithm in Section 6.3
and Section 4.4, respectively. we discuss the simulation results in Section 6.4 and conclude the
chapter in Section 7.6.
4.2 System Model
We consider in this chapter a multi-hop cognitive radio network with Ns SUs and Np PUs
using the TV white space spectrum. We assume that each SU has a single radio, and the channel
availability is heterogenous, i.e., SUs may have different sets of available channels. The network is
modeled using a generalized model of the multilayer hyper-graph proposed in [71] and described
in Chapter 3. Fig. 4.1 shows an example of a cognitive radio network that consists of 4 PUs and
6 SUs operating on 2 channels. PUTx1 transmits to PU
R
1 and PU
Tx
2 transmits to PU
R
2 over channel
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1 and 2, respectively. SU A, B and C can access channel 1, whereas SU C, D, E and F can access
only channel 2.
A{1}
B{1}
C{1, 2} D{2}
E{2}
PU1
RPU1
Tx
PU2
R PU2
Tx
F{2}
Figure 4.1: PUs’ and SUs’ locations and available channels.
Fig. 4.2 shows the conversion of the CRN in Fig. 4.1 to a multilayer hyper-graph. All PUs and
SUs operating on a certain channel are assigned to one layer. Since SU C can transmit and receive
through channels 1 and 2, SU C is assigned to both layers. The dashed line in Fig. 4.2 represents
that there is a switching delay when an SU receives a message over one channel and then forwards
it to another channel. A hyper-edge (HE) is a set of a transmitting node that transmits with a
certain transmission power level, and receiving nodes that can receive from that transmitting SU
within one hop. Each node can transmit with a transmission power Pi and a beamwidth θi, where
Ptxmin ≤ Ptxi ≤ Ptxmax and 1◦ ≤ θi ≤ 360◦. Hence, each transmitting node and its corresponding
receiving nodes that can receive within one hop are grouped in one HE. Based on the transmission
power of the transmitting node and the antenna direction and beamwidth, different HEs can be
formed as shown in Fig. 4.2.
Let M = {s, d} be a multicast request, where s is the source SU, and d = {y1, . . . , y |d |} is the
set of destination SUs. We assume that the required flow, v, does not change during the multicast
session. Suppose that there is a multicast request represented by a source SU, A, and destination
SUs, B, D and E. Since SU A can transmit only over channel 1, we use a transmitting dummy
node, At , to indicate that SU A tunes its radio to channel 1 as shown in Fig. 4.2. If SU A has
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A
B
C
Channel 1
Channel 2
D
E
HE with P
Tx 
= P1 HE with P
Tx 
= P2 HE with P
Tx
 = P3
At
Br
Dr
PU1
RPU1
Tx
C
PU2
R PU2
Tx
HE 1
HE 2
HE 3
HE 6
HE 7
HE 8
HE 9
HE 10
HE 4
HE 5
HE for PUs
Er
HE 11
F
X
Figure 4.2: Routing in Multilayers Hyper-Graph: HE 2 and HE 7 show the coverage when omni-
directional antennas are used, and PTx = P3. All other HEs show the coverage when directional
antennas are used, and PTx = P1 or P2.
more than one available channel, then the dummy node would be connected to SU A over the
layer (channel) that optimizes its performance. SU A can reach SU B and SU C within one hop
and two transmissions using transmission power P1. However, it can reach both SU B and C
simultaneously within one hop if its transmission power is P2 or P3. For energy efficient routing,
SU A should select the transmission powers that optimize energy consumption. Therefore, SU
A should avoid transmitting with P3 to save more energy while reaching the same destinations
when transmitting with P2. Moreover, it should avoid transmitting with P2 and P3 to protect PUR1
from the interference. Once SU C receives the message from SU A, it switches to channel 2 and
forwards it to SU D and E using transmission power P2. The reason for transmitting with P2 is
that transmitting with P1 causes interference to PUR2 , whereas transmitting with P3 consumes more
energy.
To construct the multicast tree, we convert the multilayer hyper-graph to a mapped graph as
shown in Fig. 4.3 (a). Each HE is represented by a Super-Node (SN), and we use HE and SN
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Routing over the mapped graph: (a): Initial mapped graph. (b): The multicast routing
over the mapped graph after removing SNs that cause interference to PUs.
interchangeably in this chapter. The transmitting SU and the destination SUs belonging to SNi
are represented by s(SNi) and d(SNi), respectively. Let V s and V p be the set of SNs for SUs and
PUs, respectively. The mapped graph is represented by the graph G(V,E), where E is the set of
links that interconnect SNs ∈ V s. The color of the SN represents the transmission power used by
the transmitting SU corresponding to that SN. The dummy nodes and the dummy links indicate
the source/destination SUs and the SNs belong to, respectively. A link with switching delay is a
link that connects two SNs belonging to different layers. On the other hand, a solid line that goes
from SNi to SNj indicates that s(SNj) ∈ d(SNi). A link from SNi to SNj exists iff the following
conditions are met: 1) s(SNj) ∩ SNi , φ, 2) SNi 1 SNj and 3) SNi 2 SNj .
After converting the multilayer hyper-graph to the mapped graph, we find the routing tree that
minimizes energy consumption while protecting the PUs from interference. Fig. 4.3 (b) shows the
mapped graph after removing the SNs ∈ V s that overlap with SNs ∈ V p. After removing SN2, SN3
and SN9, we construct the multicast routing tree that minimizes the energy consumption while
protecting the PUs from interference as shown in Fig. 4.3 (b).
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We consider in this chapter omnidirectional antennas for reception and both omnidirectional
and the directional antennas for transmission. We assume the transmission medium to be free
space, where the transmission power of s(SNi) is given by
Pri = P
tx
i AtAr
(
λ
4pidi
)2
(4.1)
Pri is the received power, and we assume that the receiving power threshold is -80 dbm. P
tx
i is
the transmission power of s(SNi), At and Ar are the gains of transmitting and receiving antennas,
respectively, λ is the transmission wavelength and di is the transmission range of s(SNi). For
the omnidirectional antennas, At = Ar = 1, whereas the gain is a function of the beamwidth for
directional antennas. An approximate formula for the gain of many practical antennas is given
by [111]
At ≈ 30,000
θ φ
. (4.2)
where θ and φ are azimuth and elevation angles in degree, respectively. Therefore, At of the
transmitting directional antennas is approximated by equation (6.4).
The upper bound on transmission rate of SNi, Ri, is given by
Ri = W log2(1 +
Ptxi AtArλ
2
(4pidi)2N0W ) (4.3)
where W is the channel bandwidth and N0 is the noise spectral density.
The required time to switch from the band associated with s(SNi), WSNi , to the band associated
with s(SNj), WSN j , is given by
tswij = k |WSNi −WSN j | (4.4)
where k is a technology dependent parameter. The switching delay from/to a dummy SN, SNk ,
to/from any non-dummy SN, SNi, is zero, i.e. tswki = 0 /t
sw
ik
= 0.
4.3 Energy Optimization for Multicasting in CRNs
In this section, we study the problem of optimizing the energy consumption for multicasting in
CRN.
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4.3.1 Scheduling and Routing Constraints
Let I = {I1, . . . , I |I |} be as set of all independent sets of links, where each independent set
represents the set of links that can be scheduled for transmission at the same time. The transmission
of all SNs are scheduled over a cycle ∆. Let Yz be a variable representing the time share of Iz , where
0 ≤ Yz ≤ 1. Since only one independent set of links should be active at a time, we have the following
constraint:
|I |∑
z=1
Yz ≤ 1 (4.5)
A set Iz is active when all links belonging to it are scheduled for transmission at the same time
for a duration of Yz∆. In this chapter, we use the protocol interference model introduced in [73].
Let LSNi = (x, y) represents the position of s(SNi) on a two dimensional plane. For a successful
reception of a transmission from s(SNa) to s(SNb) over a common channel, the following condition
needs to be satisfied for any simultaneously transmitting SUc:
(1 + δ)|La − Lb | ≤ |Lc − Lb | (4.6)
where δ is a positive value models the guard zone used to prevent neighboring SUs from transmitting
simultaneously over a channel.
SUa SUb
HE for SUs. SUa interference range.
PUa
HE 1
HE 3
HE for PUs.
PUcHE 2
SUc
HE 4
PUb
Figure 4.4: PUs need to be protected from SUs’ interference.
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The SUs can access the spectrum only if they do not cause interference to the PUs. Fig. 4.4
shows that the transmission of SUa causes interference to the reception of PUb. To protect PUa
and PUb from SUa interference, SN3 should not be used to route the multicast traffic. Let Xzi j be
a binary variable defined as follows:
Xzi j =

1, if link (i, j) is scheduled to route the flow
from s to any destination when Iz is active.
0, otherwise.
(4.7)
To avoid using any link that causes interference to PUs while routing the multicast traffic, we use
the following constraint:
Xz
ck
≤ F(a, b, c),∀a, b ∈ V p,∀c, k ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.8)
where F(i, j,q) is an indicator function given by:
F(i, j,q) =

0, if (1 + δ)|LSNi − LSN j | > |LSNq − LSN j |,
and i, j and q are SNs belonging to
one layer.
1, otherwise.
(4.9)
SUs can cause interference to each other as well. Hence, The SUs transmission is scheduled in
such a way that they do not interfere with each other. To achieve the condition in (4.6) when the
omnidirectional antennas are used, we add the following constraint:
Xz
ab
+ Xzcw ≤ 1 + F(a, b, c),
∀a, b, c,w ∈ V s,a , c , w , b,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |.
(4.10)
If directional antennas are used for transmission instead of omnidirectional antennas, then the
constraint (4.10) can be rewritten as follows:
Xz
ab
+ Xzcw ≤ 1 + ψ(a, b, c),
∀a, b, c,w ∈ V s,a , c , w , b,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |.
(4.11)
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where
ψ(a, b, c) =

0, if s(SNb) ∈ d(SNa) and s(SNb) ∈ SNc.
1, otherwise.
(4.12)
and SNc is the set of SUs located within the interference range of s(SNc).
A
HE 1
Channel 1
HE 2
C
Cr
B
Channel 2
HE 3
D
Dr
Channel 3
HE 4 
E
Er
B
BAt
Figure 4.5: Switching delay and scheduling dependency.
Let T swij (z) be the switching delay required when a flow is routed from SNi to SNj during subslot
z. We define T swij (z) as a variable since the switching delay required when the flow is routed from
SNi to SNj depends on the SNs’ transmission schedule. Fig. 4.5 shows the routing tree used to
route the flow initiated by SUA to three destinations, SUC , SUD and SUE . Since we assume that
each SU is equipped by a single radio, four subslots are needed because SUB cannot receive over
channel one, then forward the message to all destinations over three channels at the same time.
Therefore, four subslots are needed to schedule the transmission of SN1, SN2, SN3 and SN4.
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In Fig. 4.5, SN1 is scheduled for transmission during the first subslot, then each SN of the
remaining SNs is scheduled to a subslot z, where 1 < z ≤ 4. The switching delay from SNi to SNj
during subslot z, T swij (z), depends on the transmission schedule of the SNs connected to SNi. Let
SN3 and SN4 in Fig. 4.5 are scheduled for transmission during sbubslot 2 and 3, respectively. Since
s(SN3) = s(SN4) = SUB, SUB tunes its radio to channel 2 during 3rd subslot, then switches from
channel 2 to channel 3 during 4th subslot. Therefore, T sw14 (3) = tsw34 = k |WSN3 −WSN4 | , tsw14 .
For the first subslot, i.e. z = 1, we have
T swij (1) = tswij ,∀i, j ∈ V (4.13)
For the zth subslot, where 1 < z ≤ |I |, T swij (z) value is determined by finding the switching delay
between SNk and SNj , where SNk is the most recent scheduled SN that is connected to SNi. If
there is no SNk scheduled in the previous subslot, z-1, such that SNi and SNk are connected, then
T swij (z) = T swij (z − 1). Therefore,
(1 − Xz−1
ik
)T swij (z − 1) + Xz−1ik tswk j ≤ T swij (z),
∀i, j, k ∈ V s,1 < z ≤ |I |.
(4.14)
For the link between SNi and SNj , the switching delay, T swij (z), and transmission time, T txj (z),
during subslot z should not be greater than the duration of subslot z. Hence,
Xzi jT
sw
ij (z) + Xzi jT txj (z) ≤ YzT,∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.15)
The flow to destination y over link (i, j) when Iz is active, f zi j(y), is constrained as follows:
f zi j(y) ≤ T txj (z)Rj, ∀i, j ∈ V s,∀y ∈ d,1 ≤ i ≤ |I |. (4.16)
The flow routing constraints are given by
|I |∑
z=1
∑
∀i∈V s\s
f zis(y) = 0,∀y ∈ d. (4.17)
|I |∑
z=1
∑
∀j∈V s\y
f zy j(y) = 0, ∀y ∈ d. (4.18)
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|I |∑
z=1
∑
∀j∈V s\s
f zs j(y) = v, ∀y ∈ d. (4.19)
|I |∑
z=1
∑
∀i∈V s\y
f ziy(y) = v,∀y ∈ d. (4.20)
|I |∑
z=1
∑
∀n∈V s\y
f zni(y) =
|I |∑
z=1
∑
∀j∈V s\s
f zi j(y),
∀i ∈ V s\(s ∪ y),∀y ∈ d.
(4.21)
From the definition of Xzi j in (7.36), X
z
i j = 0 if the link between SNi and SNj is not used to route
the flow to any destination when Iz is active. Therefore,
Xzi j ≤
|d |∑
k
f zi j(yk),∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.22)
On the other hand, Xzi j = 1 if the link between SNi and SNj is used to route the flow at least to one
destination when Iz is active. Hence,
f zi j(y)
v
≤ Xzi j,∀y ∈ d,∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.23)
Let U(a, b) be an indicator function given by
U(a, b) =

0, if SNa and SNb belong to different layers
(channels) and s(SNa) = s(SNb).
1, otherwise.
(4.24)
Since each SU has a single radio, it cannot transmit or receive over more than one channel at a
time. Hence, we have the following two constraints:
Xzi j + X
z
qr ≤ 1 +U(i,q),∀i, j,q,r ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.25)
Xzi j + X
z
qr ≤ 1 +U( j,r),∀i, j,q,r ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.26)
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Moreover, an SU cannot receive and transmit at the same time. Therefore, we have the following
constraint:
Xzi j + X
z
jq ≤ 1 + ζ(i, j),∀i, j,q ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.27)
where ζ(i, j) is given by
ζ(a, b) =

0, if s(SNb) ∈ d(SNa).
1, otherwise.
(4.28)
The traffic over any link flows in one direction, i.e.,
Xzi j + X
z
ji ≤ 1,∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.29)
4.3.2 Optimization Problem Formulation
Our objective is to minimize the energy consumption, which is given by:
|I |∑
z=1
∑
i∈V
∑
j∈V s\i
Xzi jT
sw
ij (z)Pswij + Xzi jT txj (z)Ptxj (4.30)
where Pswij is the switching power to switch between the bands associated with s(SNi) and s(SN j).
The objective function in (4.30) and constraint (4.14) and (4.15) are nonlinear because of the
multiplication of Xzi j with T
sw
ij (z) and Xzi j with T txi j (z). Moreover, constraint (4.14) is nonlinear
because of the multiplication of Xz−1
ik
with T swij (z − 1). Since Xzi j is binary number and T swij (z) and
T txj (z) are continuous variables, the problem can be linearized by replacing the product of Xzi j and
T swij (z) by γswij (z), the product of Xzi j and T txj (z) by γtxi j (z), and the product of Xzik and T swj (z) by
γsw
ijk
(z). γswij (z) is constrained as follows:
0 ≤ γswij (z),∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.31)
γswij (z) ≤ T swmaxXzi j,∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.32)
γswij (z) ≤ T swij (z),∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.33)
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T swij (z) − (1 − Xzi j)T swmax ≤ γswij (z),∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.34)
where T swmax is the maximum switching delay.
Moreover, the constrains on γtxi j (z) are given by
0 ≤ γtxi j (z),∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.35)
γtxi j (z) ≤ ∆Xzi j,∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.36)
γtxi j (z) ≤ T txj (z),∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.37)
T txj (z) − (1 − Xzi j)∆ ≤ γtxi j (z),∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.38)
The constraints on γsw
ijk
(z) are:
0 ≤ γswijk(z),∀i, j, k ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.39)
γswijk(z) ≤ T swmaxXzik,∀i, j, k ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.40)
γswijk(z) ≤ T swij (z),∀i, j, k ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.41)
T swij (z) − (1 − Xzik)T swmax ≤ γswijk(z),∀i, j, k ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.42)
After introducing the thee new variables, we rewrite constraint (4.14) and (4.15) as follows:
T swij (z − 1)−γswijk(z − 1) + Xz−1ik tswk j ≤ T swij (z),
∀i, j, k ∈ V s,1 < z ≤ |I |.
(4.43)
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γswij (z) + γtxi j (z) ≤ YzT,∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.44)
When we consider omnidirectional antennas, then the optimization problem is formulated as
follows:
Minimize :
|I |∑
z=1
∑
i∈V
∑
j∈V s\i
γswij (z)Pswij + γtxi j (z)Ptxj (4.45)
Subject to:
Constraints (4.5-4.13), (5.18-4.23), (4.25-4.27), (4.29), (4.10), (4.31-4.44).
0 < f zi j(y) ≤ v, integer,∀i, j ∈ V s,∀y ∈ d,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.46)
0 < T swij (z) ≤ T swmax,∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.47)
0 < T txi j (z) ≤ ∆,∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.48)
Xzi, j,∈ {0,1},∀i, j ∈ V s,1 ≤ z ≤ |I |. (4.49)
When directional antennas are used, we replace constraint (4.10) in the optimization problem above
by (4.11).
4.4 A Heuristic Algorithm for Solving the Energy Efficient Multicasting in
CRNs
In section 6.3, the formulated optimization problem after the linearization is a Mixed-Integer
Linear Program (MILP), which is NP-Hard [112]. Therefore, we propose in this section a heuristic
algorithm, Algorithm 6, that solves the optimization problem in polynomial time. The inputs to
Algorithm 6 are the mapped Hyper-Graph G(V,E) and a multicast request M represented by a
source, s, and a set of destination nodes d = {y1, . . . , y |d |}.
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Algorithm 2: Energy-Efficient Multicast Algorithm
Input: Mapped Hyper-Graph G(V,E) and a multicast request M = {s, d},
d = {y1, . . . , y |d |}.
Output: Minimum energy multicast tree, T(M).
1 Initialize: G
′(V,E) = G(V,E), Iteration = 0.
2 while (No feasible tree is found and Iteration < MaxIteration)) do
3 Find an approximate minimum Steiner tree using modified NPF algorithm [75], T(M),
from G
′(V,E).
4 Find the conflicting SNs.
5 Schedule the SNs accordingly using graph coloring algorithm [76].
6 Find the set of the independent sets I.
7 Update the switching delay for each link according to the transmission schedule.
8 For each Iz ∈ I, find the link, ez , which has the maximum delay.
9 Calculate the time share wz of each Iz ∈ I as follows: wz = ezT .
10 if (
∑ |Iz |
z=1 wz∆ ≤ ∆) then
11 T(M) is feasible energy-efficient multicast tree.
12 else
13 Find Iq ∈ I which has the largest time share, wq. Remove any link e ∈ Iq with delay
equals to the delay of eq from G
′(V,E).
14 Iteration++
We assume that each link xi j ∈ E is assigned a cost, Ji j , in term of energy consumption, where
Ji j is given by
Ji j = tswij P
sw
ij +
l
SNrj
Ptxj (4.50)
where SNrj is the rate of s(SNj). In line 3, Algorithm 6 finds a minimum cost multicast tree
by approximating the minimum Steiner tree. We approximate the minimum Steiner tree using
a modified version of Nearest Participant First (NPF) Algorithm [75]. Instead of constructing
the multicast tree by connecting the closest destination to the tree first, we use a randomized
approach. We select a different order to connect the destination nodes to the multicast tree. In
our proposed modified NPF algorithm, we first find all possible orders of selecting the destination
nodes. Then, we select |d | orders randomly out of all possible orders and construct |d | multicast
trees accordingly. Finally, we select one multicast tree out of the |d | multicast trees that minimizes
energy consumption.
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After creating the multicast routing tree, we find the conflicting SNs that cannot be scheduled
for transmission at the same subslot, as shown in line 4. We discussed in [1] when two SNs conflict
with each other in Many-to-Many communication. The reasons for conflicts can be summarized as
follows:
1. Let SNA, SNB and SNC be SNs such that s(SNB) ∈ d(SNA) and s(SNB) ∈ SNC , then SNA
conflicts with SNB, where SNC is the set of SUs located within the interference range of
s(SNC).
2. Since each SU has a single radio, an SU cannot receive and send at the same time. Therefore,
SNA conflicts with SNB if s(SNB) ∈ d(SNA).
3. Since each SU cannot transmit over more than one channel at a time, then any two SNs
conflict with each other if they belong to different layers and have the same source SU.
4. Each SU cannot receive messages over different channels at the same time. Let SNA, SNB,
SNC and SND be SNs such that SNA is connected to SNB and SNC is connected to SND. SNA
conflicts with SNC if s(SNB) = s(SND).
In line 5, we use the graph coloring algorithm in [76] to schedule the transmission of all SNs.
After finding the conflicting SNs, we build the conflict graph CG used by graph coloring algorithm.
The SN with higher rate requires fewer time solts compared with the SNs with lower rates. There-
fore, each SN is assigned a weight such that the SNs with the highest rate are assigned rate 1 and
all other SNs are assigned rate dMax RateSN’s Ratee. After that, we can find the transmission schedule such
that all non-conflicting SNs can be scheduled for the transmission at the same time slot. In line
6, each group of SNs that can be schedule for transmission at the same time slot is considered an
independent set, and the union of these independent sets is set I.
As we presented in section 6.3, the switching delay of the link xi j may depend on the transmission
schedule of SNj . Therefore, we show in line 7 that the switching delays are updated after the
scheduling. In lines 8-9, we find the time share for each independent set. Then, we check the
feasibility of the multicast tree in lines 10-11. If the multicast tree is not feasible, then we remove
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from G
′(V,E) the links with largest delay that belong to the independent set with the largest time
share. Then, Algorithm 6 iterates until finding a feasible multicast tree, T(M), or the maximum
number of iteration is reached.
4.5 Simulation Results
We present in this section the simulation results for energy efficient multicasting in CRN. In
our simulation, we used CPLEX and C++ to solve the optimization problem and the heuristic
algorithm, respectively. We considered multi-hop cognitive radio networks with 15-30 SUs, 2-14
PUs, 4-8 channels, 2-8 multicast group size and θ equals 15◦. The energy consumption in this
section is averaged for 30 networks generated randomly. The switching time is 120 µs per 75 MHz
step and the switching power is 4.2 mW [77]. Table 7.1 shows the rest of the simulation parameters.
Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
W 6 MHz
Frequency Bands 614-662 MHz
φ 20◦
N◦ -174 dbm/Hz
δ 0.1
Parameter Value
Ptxj 50, 75, 100 mW
Rj 100 bps
l 10 Mb
∆ 0.5 ms
Algorithm 6 Iterations 100
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Figure 4.6: Optimal vs. Heuristic Solution: 15 SUs and 4 channels.
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We compare the optimal solution of the optimization problem with the solution of the proposed
heuristic algorithm in Fig. 4.6. 15 SUs and 7 pairs of transmitting and receiving PUs are distributed
randomly over a 400 m by 400 m area. It is shown that the performance of the proposed heuristic
algorithm is very close to the optimal solution. Fig. 4.6 shows that the total energy consumption
increases by increasing the multicast group size. It can clearly be seen that the use of directional
antennas reduces energy consumption significantly compared with the case when omnidirectional
antennas are used. This reduction in energy consumption can reach 90% as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.7: The effect of the number of available channels on energy consumption: 30 SUs, 6 PUs
and 5 destinations.
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Figure 4.8: The effect of the transmitting PUs: 30 SUs, 8 Channels and 5 destinations.
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In the following figures, we consider larger networks with 30 SUs and up to 14 PUs distributed
randomly over a 800 m by 800 m area. Fig. 4.7 shows the effect of the number of available
channels on the total energy consumption. A channel may not be available to certain SUs due to
a PU’s transmission. When the number of available channel is larger, then the SUs may have a
higher chance to build the multicast routing tree and schedule the transmission with lower energy
consumption. Fig. 4.8 shows the effect of increasing the number of transmitting PUs on the total
energy consumption. A larger number of transmitting PUs may lead to a fewer number of available
channels and more energy consumption. Fig. 4.8 shows that the performance deteriorates when
the number of PUs increases.
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Figure 4.9: The effect of different directional antenna azimuth angles: 30 SUs, channels and 6 PUs.
Fig. 4.9 shows the effect of the antenna azimuth angle on the energy consumption of different
multicast group sizes. As the azimuth angle decreases, the total energy consumption decrease. It
is shown that the differences between the energy consumptions of the different multicast group
sizes decrease as the azimuth angle decreases. Adjusting the antennas to transmit with a smaller
azimuth angle allows more power to be transmitted in the direction of the intended receivers and
less power toward other nodes. Interestingly, transmitting with a smaller azimuth angle can reduce
the interference between SUs and also between PUs and SUs. Therefore, more non conflicting SNs
can be scheduled for routing the multicast request.
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Figure 4.10: The effect of settling times, frequency jumping steps and switching power on energy
consumption: 30 SUs, 6 PUs, 8 channels, 8 destinations.
Fig. 4.10 shows the total energy consumption when three Phase-Locked Loops (PLL) are used
with different switching times, frequency jumping steps and switching power [77, 78, 79]. These
different parameters affect the total energy consumption as shown in Fig. 4.10. By comparing all
three PPLs, the best energy saving is achieved when the switching time is 120 µs for 75 MHz step
and the switching power is 4.2 mW. Hence, these parameters should be selected carefully in order
to minimize the total energy consumption.
4.6 Conclusions
We studied in this chapter energy efficient multicasting in CRNs while considering both om-
nidirectional and directional antennas. We modeled our optimization problem as an MILP, then
we proposed a heuristic algorithm that can solve the problem in polynomial time. We considered
energy consumption that results from switching from a channel to another channel, and we showed
the dependency between channel switching and the transmission schedule. To achieve our goal, we
built the multicast routing tree and scheduled the SUs’ transmissions such that the total energy is
minimized. The simulation results showed that the performance of our proposed algorithm is close
to the optimal. We showed that selecting different PLL technologies can affect the total energy
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consumption. Moreover, we showed that a higher channel availability and a smaller azimuth angle
for the directional antennas can result in more energy savings.
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CHAPTER 5. WIRELESS-POWERED MACHINE-TO-MACHINE
MULTICASTING IN CELLULAR NETWORKS
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter [3], [4], we study the problem of wireless-powered IoT devices that utilize
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication to support multicast service in cellular networks. We
consider a group of Energy Transmitters (ETs) that transfer Radio Frequency (RF) energy wire-
lessly to IoT devices. Each IoT device participating in forwarding a multicast message is compen-
sated for the energy used in the multicast message transmission. The formulated problem is in the
form of a Mixed Integer Nonlinear Program (MINLP), for which there is no efficient method to
solve. Therefore, we approximate the non-convex data rate function by a convex function, then we
decompose the original problem using Generalized Bender Decomposition (GBD) into: 1) Nonlin-
ear Program (NLP) and 2) MILP. Moreover, we employ Successive Convex Programming (SCP)
to solve the NLP iteratively to find a better approximation for the original problem. Although the
proposed scheme provides a more efficient way to solve the original problem, the problem is still
hard to solve for large scale systems due to the binary variables in the MILP problem. Hence, we
propose Constraints Decomposition with SCP and Binary Variable Relaxation (CDR) algorithm
after relaxing the binary variables.
We organize the remainder of this chapter as follows. We describe the system model in Section
7.1. We formulate the problem in Section 6.3, then we discuss how to solve it using Generalized
Bender Decomposition with Successive convex programming (GBD-SCP) in Section 5.4. Next, we
discuss CDR algorithm in Section 5.5 and show the simulation results in Section 7.5. Lastly, we
conclude this chapter in Section 7.6.
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5.2 System Model
We consider a set of M2M devices, Sm2m, operating underlaying the uplink bands of a cellular
network. The M2M device can transmit over a set of channels, C, and it keeps its interference
to the other M2M devices and to the set of regular cellular users, Scell, below certain thresholds
ΓM2M and Γcell, respectively. We assume that the flow demand, v, does not change during the
multicast session. The Base Station (BS) can receive the multicast message from an M2M device
and forward it to all destination M2M devices. A set of energy transmitters, ETS, transmit power
wirelessly, over a set of channels C, to all M2M devices engaged in multicast message transmission.
Multicast message transmission and energy harvesting for M2M devices are scheduled over a
set of time slots, Z, where the duration of each time slot is δ. M2M devices are equipped with
batteries to perform their designated functions. However, energy consumed for multicast message
transmission is compensated by transferring power wirlessly from ETs. M2M devices operate under
harvest-use-store mode [110]. Therefore, each M2M device harvests energy, uses it in multicast
messages transmission and stores in its battery only the unused harvested energy. ET with best
channel condition to the M2M is used to transfer the power to minimize total transferred energy.
BS
ET 1
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ET 2
ET 5
ET 4
ET 6
IoT 1
IoT 3
IoT 2
IoT 4
IoT 5
IoT 7
IoT 6
IoT 8
UE 1
UE 2
UE 3
Figure 5.1: M2M multicasting with energy harvesting in cellular networks.
Fig. 5.1 shows a scenario for multicasting in IoT using M2M communication underlying a
cellular network. IoT 1 transmits a multicast message to IoT 4 and IoT 8, whereas IoT 7 transmits
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a multicast message to IoT 5 and IoT 6. It is required to minimize total energy consumed for
multicast message transmission in order to minimize total energy transmitted by ETs. Therefor,
IoT 1 forwards its message to IoT 3 using M2M link to avoid transmitting with high power to the
BS to deliver the message to the destinations. Then, IoT 4 forwards the multicast message to the
BS, and the BS forwards the multicast message to IoT 4 and IoT 8. On the other hand, IoT 7
is located in close proximity to IoT 5 and IoT 6, and it consumes less energy when it multicasts
directly to these destinations using M2M communication rather than reaching them through the
BS. Hence, it multicasts the message directly to the destinations using M2M communication.
The gain of channel c between node i and node j, Gci j , is given by
Gci j = PLc αc βc At Ar d
−ζ
i j
(5.1)
where PLc is the path loss constant for channel c, ζ is the path loss exponent, αc and βc are fast
and slow fading gains for channel c, respectively, At and Ar are transmitting and receiving antenna
gains, respectively, and di j is the distance between node i and node j. We assume that At = Ar = 1
for M2M devices, whereas ETs use directional antennas for power transfer, and it is approximated
by [111]
At ≈ 30,000
φ φ
(5.2)
where φ and φ are the antenna azimuth and elevation angles, respectively, in degree.
Let Hcei be an indicator function equals 1 only if M2M device i is located within the energy
harvesting zone of ETe which transmits power over channel c. Hence, Hcei function is given by
Hcei =

1, dei ≤
(
PETmaxPLc αc βc At Ar
ΓEH
) 1
ζ
0, otherwise.
(5.3)
where PETmax is maximum transmission power for each ETi ∈ ETS and ΓEH is minimum input power
to the energy harvester to harvest energy.
M2M devices operate underlying a cellular network, and hence, regular cellular users cause
interference to M2M devices’ transmission. Let Ptxi (c, z) be the transmission power of M2M device
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i over channel c and during slot z. The signal to noise plus interference ratio for the transmission
of an M2M device to a receiver j is calculated as follows:
γi j(c, z) =
Ptxi (c, z) Gci j∑
q∈Sm2m\i Ptxq (c, z) Gcq j + Nj
. (5.4)
where Nj =
∑
r ∈Scell Pcellr (c, z) Gcr j + N0W , Pcellr (c, z) is transmission power of the r th regular cellular
users to the BS over channel c and during slot z, N0 is the noise spectral density and W is the
channel bandwidth.
From equation (5.4), the data rate of a transmitting M2M device i to a receiving node j over
channel c and during slot z is given by
Ri j(c, z) = W log2
(
1 + γi j(c, z)
)
(5.5)
5.3 Problem Formulation
We assume that the M2M device is equipped with a single radio. Hence, the M2M device can
either transmit, receive or harvest energy during each time slot, i.e.,∑
c∈C
[
Xi(c, z) +
∑
∀k∈Sm2m
Xki(c, z)
]
+
∑
c∈C
Hi(c, z) ≤ 1,
∀i ∈ Sm2m, z ∈ Z .
(5.6)
The binary variable Xi j(c, z) is set to 1 if there is a flow from M2M device i to a receiver j over
channel c and during slot z, i.e. when 0 < f yi j (c, z), and it is set to 0 otherwise. Therefore, we have
the following two constraints:
Xi j(c, z) ≤
|d |∑
y=1
f yi j (c, z), ∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ S
m2m
,∀c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.7)
f yi j (c, z)
v
≤ Xi j(c, z),
∀i ∈ Sm2m,j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, y ∈ d, z ∈ Z .
(5.8)
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The following two constraints set Xi(c, z) to 1 if ∃ Xi j(c, z) = 1 and set Xi(c, z) to 0 otherwise.
Xi(c, z) ≤
∑
j∈Sm2m
Xi j(c, z), ∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.9)
∑
j∈Sm2m Xi j(c, z)
|S | ≤ Xi(c, z),∀i ∈ S
m2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.10)
Similarly for Hi(c, z), we have
Hi(c, z) ≤
∑
e∈ETS
Hei(c, z), ∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.11)
∑
e∈ETS Hei(c, z)
|ETS | ≤ Hi(c, z), i ∈ S
m2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.12)
A receiver j can receive a message from an M2M device i over channel c and during slot z if
γi j(c, z) is greater than a certain threshold ΓM2M , i.e.,
ΓM2MXi j(c, z) ≤ γi j(c, z)
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.13)
Let f yi j (c, z) be a variable representing data flow, in bits, of the link between a transmitting
M2M i and a receiver j used to route the multicast traffic, over channel c and during slot z, to
destination y. Since the flow over a certain link cannot exceed its capacity, we have
f yi j (c, z) ≤ Ri j(c, z) δ,
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, y ∈ d, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.14)
Transmission power of the M2M device over a certain channel and during a time slot is zero
when it is not scheduled for transmission over that channel and during that time slot. Therefore,
it is upper bounded by the maximum transmission power, Ptxmax, as follows:
Ptxi (c, z) ≤ PtxmaxXi(c, z), ∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.15)
To satisfy a data flow demand, v, form the source of the multicast, s, to a set of destinations,
d, the flow conservation constraints are given by
|Z |∑
z=1
∑
c∈C
∑
i∈Sm2m\s
f yis(c, z) = 0, ∀y ∈ d. (5.16)
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|Z |∑
z=1
∑
c∈C
∑
j∈Sm2m\y
f yy j(c, z) = 0, ∀y ∈ d. (5.17)
|Z |∑
z=1
∑
c∈C
∑
j∈Sm2m\s
f ys j(c, z) = v, ∀y ∈ d. (5.18)
|Z |∑
z=1
∑
c∈C
∑
i∈Sm2m\y
f yiy(c, z) = v, ∀y ∈ d. (5.19)
and
|Z |∑
z=1
∑
c∈C
∑
n∈Sm2m\y
f yni(c, z) =
|Z |∑
z=1
∑
c∈C
∑
j∈Sm2m\s
f yi j (c, z),
∀i ∈ Sm2m\(s ∪ y),∀y ∈ d.
(5.20)
where flow bifurcation is possible.
M2M devices can share channels with regular cellular users as long as they do not cause harmful
interference to the signal transmitted by the regular cellular users. Therefore,
Γcell Xcellk (c, z) ≤
Pcell
k
(c, z)Gc
kb∑
i∈Sm2m Ptxi (c, z) Gcib + N0W
∀k ∈ Scell, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.21)
where Γcell is a threshold used to control interference to cellular devices and Xcell
k
(c, z) is a parameter
equals 1 if cellular user i transmits over channel c during slot z and zero otherwise.
The total energy consumed and harvested by user i during slot z are given, respectively, as
follows:
E txi (z) =
∑
c∈C
Ptxi (c, z) δ (5.22)
and
EHi (z) =
∑
c∈C
∑
k∈ETS
δηPETki (c, z)Gcki . (5.23)
where PET
ki
(c, z) is the transmission power of ETk to M2M device i over channel c and during
slot z, and η is energy harvesting efficiency. ETe transmits power over channel c and during slot z
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to M2M device i only if that device is scheduled for receiving energy from ETe over channel c and
during slot z, i.e.,
PETei (c, z) ≤ PETmaxHei(c, z),
∀e ∈ ETS,∀i ∈ Sm2m,∀c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.24)
To ensure that the M2M device participating in forwarding the multicast message is compen-
sated for the energy consumed in transmission, we have
|I |∑
z=1
E txi (z) ≤
|I |∑
z=1
EHi (z), ∀i ∈ Sm2m. (5.25)
Based on the RF energy harvester implementation, the M2M device can harvest energy from a
received signal if the input power is greater than a certain threshold, ΓEH , i.e.,
ΓEHHei(c, z) ≤ PETei (c, z)Gcei,
∀e ∈ ETS,∀i ∈ Sm2m,∀c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.26)
Moreover, M2M device i needs to be located within the energy harvesting zone of an ETe to be
able to harvest energy from that ET, i.e.,
Hei(c, z) ≤ Hcei,∀e ∈ ETS, i ∈ Sm2m,∀c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.27)
Let the battery level of M2M device i during slot z be BLi(z), which is defined as follows:
BLi(1) = BLiniti , ∀i ∈ Sm2m. (5.28)
BLi(z) = BLi(z − 1) − E txi (z) + EHi (z)
∀i ∈ Sm2m, z ∈ Z\1.
(5.29)
where BLiniti is initial battery level of M2M i.
The battery level does not exceed its maximum capacity, and cannot be negative. Therefore,
0 ≤ BLi(z) ≤ BLmaxi ∀i ∈ Sm2m, z ∈ Z\1. (5.30)
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M2M device i cannot transmit if the battery energy level is below a threshold BLmin. Hence,
Xi(c, z) ≤ BLi(z)BLmin , ∀i ∈ S
m2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.31)
The problem of minimizing the total transmitted energy from all ETs to M2M devices to support
multicast communication is formulated as follows:
P1 : Minimize :
∑
e∈ETS
∑
i∈Sm2m
∑
c∈C
|I |∑
z=1
PETei (c, z) δ (5.32)
Subject to:
Constraints (5.6-5.21), (5.24-5.31).
Xi(c, z),Xi, j(c, z),Hi(c, z),Hei(c, z) ∈ {0,1},
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, e ∈ ETS, c ∈ C, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.33)
0 ≤ f yi j (c, z) ≤ v
∀i, j ∈S, y ∈ d, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.34)
0 ≤ Ptxi (c, z) ≤ Ptxmax,∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.35)
0 ≤ PETei (c, z) ≤ PETmax,
∀e ∈ETS, i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.36)
5.4 Generalized Benders Decomposition with Sequential Convex
Programming (GBD-SCP)
The optimization problem in Section 6.3 is in a form of a Mixed Integer Nonlinear Problem
(MINLP), which is known to be NP-hard in general [112], and there is no efficient way to solve this
kind of problem optimally. Due to the non-convexity of equation (5.5), the formulated problem
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is non-convex even with relaxation of the discrete variables. To solve the formulated problem,
we first approximate equation (5.5) with a concave lower bound of the data rate function. Then,
we use a sequential convex programming method with Generalized Bender Decomposition (GBD)
algorithm [109] to find a solution for the optimization problem.
5.4.1 A Concave Lower Bound for The Data Rate Function
In this section, we find a concave lower bound for equation (5.5) since it is not a concave
function. First, we rewrite equation (5.5) as follows:
Ri j(c, z) = W log2
(
1 +
Ptxi (c, z) Gci j∑
q∈Sm2m\i Ptxq (c, z) Gcq j + Nj
)
= W log2
( ∑
q∈Sm2m
Ptxq (c, z) Gcq j + Nj
)
− W log2
( ∑
q∈Sm2m\i
Ptxq (c, z) Gcq j + Nj
)
︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
, Rˆi j (c,z)
(5.37)
To approximate equation (5.37) with a concave lower bound function, we approximate the second
term, i.e., Rˆi j(c, z), with a convex function. For the concave function Rˆi j(c, z), its first-order Taylor
approximation around a point P˜i(c, z) is a global overestimator [113]. Therefore,
Rˆi j(c, z) ≤ W log2
( ∑
q∈Sm2m\i
P˜q(c, z) Gcq j + Nj
)
+
∑
q∈Sm2m\i
WGcq j log2(e)[Ptxi (c, z) − P˜i(c, z)]
[∑r ∈Sm2m\i P˜r (c, z) Gcr j + Nj] , R˜upij (c, z)
(5.38)
Hence, a concave lower bound function for equation (5.37) is given by
Ri j(c, z) , W log2
( ∑
q∈Sm2m
Ptxq (c, z) Gcq j + Nj
)
− R˜upij (c, z) (5.39)
5.4.2 Generalized Benders Decomposition Steps
Generalized Benders Decomposition (GBD) [109] is a procedure used to solve non-convex
MINLP problems. GBD method decomposes the non-convex MINLP into two subproblems, a mas-
ter and a primal subproblems. The master subproblem is Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP),
whereas the primal subproblem is Non-linear Program (NLP). In each iteration of GBD algorithm,
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the upper and the lower bounds of the problem are given by solving the primal and the master
problem, respectively,
The NLP subproblem in GBD algorithm corresponds to the original problem after fixing the
binay variables. In addition to getting the upper bound after solving the NLP subproblem, we find
the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints of the NLP subproblem. From non-linear
duality theory, the Lagrange multipliers of the primal problem are used in the master problem to
find the lower bound. The solution of the binary variables given by the master problem are used
by the primal subproblem in the next iteration, and the algorithm iterates until the algorithm
converges.
In the following, we describe four steps to solve the optimization problem iteratively using
GBD with Sequential Convex Programming (SCP). These steps are: 1) Initialization, 2) Solving
the primal problem, 3) Solving the feasibility problem and 4) Solving the master Problem. A
complete overview of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6.
Note: In Algorithm 6, we use + superscript on the binary variables to indicate their solution
after being fixed. Moreover, the continuous variables with (k) and (l) superscripts indicate their
values after the primal and feasibility problems being solved feasibly in the k th and lth times,
respectively.
5.4.2.1 Initialization
We find initial values for all binary variables and for P˜i(c, z), then we set X+i (c, z) = Xi(c, z), X+i j(c, z) =
Xi j(c, z), H+i (c, z) = Hi(c, z) and H+ei(c, z) = Hei(c, z), ∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ S
m2m
, e ∈ ETS, c ∈ C, c ∈ C,
z ∈ Z. Moreover, we set the counter, k and l, to 1.
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5.4.2.2 Primal Problem
After fixing all binary variables, the primal problem transforms the MINLP problem into an NLP
problem. We use a concave lower bound function Ri j(c, z) in equation (5.39) to approximate the
data rate function in equation (5.37) to preserve the convexity of the primal problem in GBD
algorithm. Accordingly, we formulate the primal problem as a convex NLP program as follows:
P2.1 : Minimize :
pi =
∑
e∈ETS
∑
i∈Sm2m
∑
c∈C
|I |∑
z=1
PETei (c, z) δ
(5.40)
Subject to:
Constraints (5.16-5.21), (5.25), (5.28-5.30) and (5.34-5.36).
X+i j(c, z) −
|d |∑
y=1
f yi j (c, z) ≤ 0,
∀i ∈S, j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.41)
f yi j (c, z)
v
− X+i j(c, z) ≤ 0,
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, y ∈ d, z ∈ Z .
(5.42)
Ptxi (c, z) − PtxmaxX+i (c, z) ≤ 0,
∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.43)
PETei (c, z) − PETmax H+i (c, z) ≤ 0,
∀e ∈ ETS, i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.44)
f yi j (c, z) − X+i j(c, z) Ri j(c, z) δ ≤ 0,
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, y ∈ d, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.45)
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X+i (c, z) −
BLi(z)
BLmin
≤ 0,∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.46)
ΓM2M X+i j(c, z)
[ ∑
q∈Sm2m\i
Ptxq (c, z) Gcq j + αi j
]−
Ptxi (c, z) Gci j ≤ 0
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.47)
ΓEHH+ei(c, z) − PETei (c, z)Gcei ≤ 0,
∀e ∈ ETS, i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.48)
After finding an optimal solution for P2.1, we need to derive the Lagrange multipliers associated
with the constraints (5.41-5.48). The master problem uses these multipliers to find solutions for
the binary variables. Let Φ(k) be the set of Lagrange multipliers associated with P2.1, i.e., Φ(k)
= {λk(i, j, c, z), Λk(i, j, y, c, z), ωk(i, c, z), Ωk(e, i, c, z), θk(i, j, y, c, z), Θk(i, c, z), ζk(i, j, c, z),ψk(e, i, c, z)},
∀i ∈ Sm2m, ∀ j ∈ Sm2m, ∀e ∈ ETS, ∀y ∈ d, ∀c ∈ C, z ∈ Z, 1 ≤ n ≤ k. The set members of Φ(k) are
associated with lagrange multipliers of the constraints (5.41-5.48), respectively.
L
(
Xi(c, z),Xi j(c, z),Hi(c, z),Hei(c, z), f y(k)i j (c, z),Ptx(k)i (c, z),PET (k)ei (c, z)
)
=∑
e˜∈ETS
∑
i˜∈Sm2m
∑˜
c∈C
|I |∑˜
z=1
PET (k)
e˜i˜
(c˜, z˜) δ + λk(i, j, c, z)
(
Xi j(c, z) −
|d |∑
q=1
f q(k)i j (c, z)
)
+
Λk(i, j, y, c, z)
(
f
y(k)
i j (c,z)
v − Xi j(c, z)
)
+ Θk(i, c, z)
(
Xi(c, z) − BLi (z)
(k)
BLmin
)
+
Ωk(e, i, c, z)
(
PET (k)ei (c, z) − PETmax Hei(c, z)
)
+ θk(i, j, y, c, z)
(
f y(k)i j (c, z) − Xi j(c, z) R
(k)
i j (c, z) δ
)
+
ωk(i, c, z)
(
Ptx(k)i (c, z) − PtxmaxXi(c, z)
)
+ ψk(e, i, c, z)
(
ΓEHHei(c, z) − PET (k)ei (c, z)Gcei
)
+
ζk(i, j, c, z)
(
ΓXi j(c, z)
[ ∑
q∈Sm2m\i
Ptx(k)q (c, z)Gcq j + αi j
] − Ptx(k)i (c, z)Gci j ) .
(5.49)
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Lˆ
(
Xi(c, z),Xi j(c, z),Hi(c, z),Hei(c, z), f y(l)i j (c, z),Ptx(l)i (c, z),PET (l)ei (c, z)
)
=
λˆl(i, j, c, z)
(
Xi j(c, z) −∑ |d |q=1 f q(l)i j (c, z)) + Λˆl(i, j, y, c, z)( f y(l)i j (c,z)v − Xi j(c, z))+
Θˆl(i, c, z)
(
Xi(c, z) − BLi (z)
(l)
BLmin
)
+ Ωˆl(e, i, c, z)
(
PET (l)ei (c, z) − PETmax Hei(c, z)
)
+θˆl(i, j, y, c, z)
(
f y(l)i j (c, z) − Xi j(c, z) R
(l)
i j (c, z) δ
)
+ ψˆl(e, i, c, z)
(
ΓEHHei(c, z) − PET (l)ei (c, z)Gcei
)
+
ωˆl(i, c, z)
(
Ptx(l)i (c, z) − PtxmaxXi(c, z)
)
+
ζˆ l(i, j, c, z)
(
ΓXi j(c, z)
[ ∑
q∈Sm2m\i P
tx(l)
q (c, z)Gcq j + αi j
] − Ptx(l)i (c, z)Gci j )) .
(5.50)
5.4.2.3 Feasibility Problem
When the primal problem solution is not feasible, we solve the feasibility problem to use its Lagrange
multipliers in solving the master problem. The feasibility problem is similar to the primal problem
except that we introduce some variables that serve as upper bounds for all constraints, and the
objective function is to minimize the sum of these variables in order to minimize the sum of the
constraints violations. Therefore, the feasibility problem can be formulated as follows:
P2.2 : Minimize :
|I |∑
z=1
∑
∀i∈Sm2m
( ∑
∀c∈C
(
u3(i, c, z) + u6(i, c, z) +
∑
∀j∈Sm2m
( [
u1(i, j, c, z) + u7(i, j, c, z)
]
+
|d |∑
y=1
[
u2(i, j, y, c, z) + u5(i, j, y, c, z)
] ))
+
∑
∀e∈ETS
∑
∀c∈C
[
u4(e, i, c, z) + u8(e, i, c, z)
] )
(5.51)
Subject to:
Constraints (5.16-5.21), (5.25), (5.28-5.30), (5.34-5.36).
X+i j(c, z) −
|d |∑
y=1
f yi j (c, z) ≤ u1(i, j, c, z)
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.52)
f yi j (c, z)
l
− X+i j(c, z) ≤ u2(i, j, y, c, z)
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, y ∈ d, z ∈ Z .
(5.53)
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Ptxi (c,z) − PtxmaxX+i (c, z) ≤ u3(i, c, z),
∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.54)
PETei (c, z) − PETmax H+ei(c, z) ≤ u4(e, i, c, z)
∀e ∈ ETS, i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.55)
f yi j (c, z) − X+i j(c, z) Ri j(c, z) δ ≤ u5(i, j, y, c, z)
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, y ∈ d, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.56)
X+i (c, z) −
BLi(z)
BLmin
≤ u6(i, c, z),
∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.57)
ΓM2M X+i j(c, z)
[ ∑
q∈Sm2m\i
Ptxq (c, z) Gcq j + αi j
] − Ptxi (c, z) Gci j ≤ u7(i, j, c, z)
∀i ∈S, j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.58)
ΓEHH+ei(c, z) − PETei (c, z)Gcei ≤ u8(e, i, c, z),
∀e ∈ ETS, i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.59)
u1(i,j, c, z),u2(i, j, y, c, z),u3(i, c, z),
u4(e,i, c, z),u5(i, j, y, c, z),u6(i, c, z),
u7(i, j, c, z),u8(e, i, c, z) ≥ 0,
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈S, e ∈ ETS, y ∈ d, c ∈ C, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.60)
Let Φˆ(l) be the set of Lagrange multipliers associated with the feasibility problem P2.3, i.e., Φ(l)
= {λˆl(i, j, c, z), Λˆl(i, j, y, c, z), ωˆl(i, c, z), Ωˆl(e, i, c, z), θˆl(i, j, y, c, z), Θˆl(i, c, z), ζˆ l(i, j, c, z) , ψˆl(e, i, c, z)},
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, e ∈ ETS, y ∈ d, c ∈ C, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z, 1 ≤ n ≤ k. The set members of Φˆ(l) are
associated with lagrange multipliers of the constraints (5.52-5.59), respectively.
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5.4.2.4 Master Problem
The master problem uses support functions in the model to provide a lower bound solution. The
support functions are given in equation (5.49) and (5.50). Hence, the master problem can be
formulated as an MILP as follows:
P2.3 : Minimize : µ (5.61)
Subject to:
Constraints (5.6), (5.9-5.12), (5.27), (5.33).
L
(
Xi(c, z),Xi j(c, z),Hi(c, z),Hei(c, z), f y(n)i j (c, z),Ptx(n)i (c, z),PET (n)ei (c, z)
)
≤ µ
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, e ∈ ETS, y ∈ d,
c ∈ C, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z,1 ≤ n ≤ k .
(5.62)
Lˆ
(
Xi(c, z),Xi j(c, z),Hi(c, z),Hei(c, z), f y(q)i j (c, z),Ptx(q)i (c, z),PET (q)ei (c, z)
)
≤ 0
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, e ∈ ETS, y ∈ d,
c ∈ C, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z,1 ≤ q ≤ l .
(5.63)
5.4.3 GBD-SC Algorithm
Due to the non-convexity of equation (5.5), we substitute it with an approximate function
defined by equation (5.39). Given an initial point value for P˜i(c, z), we embed SCP within GBD
algorithm to solve the primal problem successively in order to get a better approximation for the
original problem. Initial values for P˜i(c, z) variables can be set to the maximum transmission power.
Without loss of generality, we assume that finding feasible initial values for the binary variables
is possible. However, when the initial values of the binary variables lead to infeasible solution for
the primal problem, feasibility problem can be used to get the Lagrange multipliers to be used in
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Algorithm 3: Generalized Benders Decomposition with Sequential Convex Programming
(GBD-SCP)
1 Select initial fixed values for Xi(c, z), Xi j(c, z), Hi(c, z), Hei(c, z) and P˜i(c, z), ∀i ∈ Sm2m,
j ∈ Sm2m, e ∈ ETS, c ∈ C, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z, solve problem P2.1 using Algorithm 4, and let
its solution and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers set be pi(1) and Φ(1), respectively.
2 Set k = 1, l = 0, UB = pi(1).
3 Set, f y(1)i j (c, z) = f y∗i j (c, z), P˜i(c, z) = Ptx∗i (c, z).
Ptx(1)i (c, z) = Ptx∗i (c, z), PET (1)ei (c, z) = PET∗ei (c, z).
4 Solve problem P2.2.
5 Let the solution of P2.2 be µ∗, and set LB = µ∗.
6 if (UB − LB) <  then
7 Terminate.
8 else
9 X+i (c, z) = X∗i (c, z), X+i j(c, z) = X∗i j(c, z), H+i (c, z) = H∗i (c, z), H+ei(c, z) = H∗ei(c, z),
P˜i(c, z) = Ptx∗i (c, z) X∗i (c, z).
10 Solve problem P2.1 using Algorithm 4.
11 if (The solution of Algorithm 4, pi(k), is feasible and optimal multipliers are found) then
12 UB = min(UB, pi(k)).
13 if (UB − LB) <  then
14 Terminate.
15 else
16 k = k + 1.
17 Let the corresponding Lagrange multipliers set be Φ(k).
18 f y(k)i j (c, z) = f y∗i j (c, z), P˜i(c, z) = Ptx∗i (c, z), Ptx(k)i (c, z) = Ptx∗i (c, z),
PET (k)i j (c, z) = PET∗i j (c, z).
19 else
20 Solve the feasibility problem, P2.3.
21 Find the corresponding Lagrange multipliers set, Φˆ(l).
22 l = l + 1.
23 f y(l)i j (c, z) = f y∗i j (c, z), Ptx(l)i (c, z) = Ptx∗i (c, z), PET (l)ei (c, z) = PET∗ei (c, z).
24 Go to step 4.
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Algorithm 4: Sequential Convex Programming (SCP)
1 r = 1, Π(0) = ∞
2 while (r , Max iterations) do
3 Solve the optimization problem, and let its solution be Π(r).
4 if (The solution is feasible) then
5 if (Π(r−1) − Π(r) > δ) then
6 P˜i(c, z) = Ptx∗i (c, z).
7 r = r + 1.
8 else
9 pi(k) = Π(r).
10 Terminate.
11 else
12 Terminate.
solving the master problem then continue the iteration of GBD-CS Algorithm. One way to get
possible feasible initial values for the binary variables is to solve an optimization problem that
minimizes the sum of all binary variables subject to all linear constraints in P1 associated with the
flow, f yi j (c, z), and the binary variables.
Algorithm 6 shows the required steps to solve our problem using GBD and SCP. In steps 1-3,
we find initial values for the binary variables and P˜i(c, z), then we solve the primal problem using
SCP algorithm to get the upper bound and the initial values for the multipliers. Then, we define
the fixed values for the continuous variables to be used by the master problem. We assume that we
can get a feasible solution for the primal problem using the selected initial values. However, it is
possible to solve the feasibly problem if the solution of the primal problem is infeasible to find the
required Lagrange multipliers for the master problem. In step 4-9, we solve the master problem
and find the lower bound. The algorithm terminates if the difference between the upper and the
lower bounds is less than a threshold  .
In steps 10-18, we solve the primal problem again after fixing the binary variables with their new
values, and we get the upper bound and the multipliers if the solution is feasible. The algorithm
terminates if the gap between the upper and the lower bounds is less than a threshold  . If the
solution is not feasible, we solve the feasibility problem to get the Lagrange multipliers as shown
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in steps 19-23. Then, the algorithm iterates until the target gap between the upper and the lower
bounds is achieved.
It is shown in Algorithm 4 that SCP terminates when the solution does not change or when
the maximum number of iterations is reached. Moreover the set of all binary variables in the
optimization problem is finite. Therefore, Algorithm 6 terminates in a finite number of steps for
any positive convergence tolerance parameter,  , as shown in [109].
5.5 Constraints Decomposition with Binary Variables Relaxation (CDR)
In section 5.4, we use a convex approximation for the non-convex data rate function. Then,
we decompose the problem into two subproblems: 1) Convex NLP and 2) MILP using GBD and
SCP. Although this method facilitates finding a solution for the original optimization problem,
the problem is still NP-Hard due to the binary variables in the master problem. Therefore, in
this section we propose another method for solving the original optimization problem based on
constraints decomposition and binary variables relaxation.
Problem P3.1 Problem P3.2 Problem P3.3
Figure 5.2: Problems dependency.
Fig. 5.2 shows how the decision variables depend on each other. To get an advantage of this
property, we decompose the problem into three subproblems accordingly. Due to constraint (5.6)
and relaxation of the binary variables, we decompose the binary variables of data transmission (i.e.
Xi(c, z) and Xi j(c, z)) and the binary variables for energy harvesting (i.e. Hi(c, z) and Hei(c, z)) into
two problems. Hence, We find solutions for the flow f yi j (c, z), Xi(c, z) and Xi j(c, z) in problem P3.1,
then we round the relaxed binary variables up to 1. Then, we solve problem P3.2 to get solutions
for Hi(c, z) and Hei(c, z). Note that the solution of the relaxed binary variable can only be zero or
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a positive number less than or equals one. Hence, we round the positive solution of each relaxed
binary variable up to 1. Finally, we can solve problem P3.2 where Ptxi (c, z) and PETei (c, z) depend on
the found solution of the binary variables. In the following, we formulate these subproblems and
describe the proposed algorithm for solving the optimization problem.
Note: In CDR algorithm, we use + superscript on the binary variables to indicate their solution
after being fixed. Moreover, the continuous variables with (k) superscripts indicate their values
after being solved in the k th iteration of CDR algorithm.
5.5.1 Problem P3.1
The goal of solving this problem is to find solutions for the relaxed Xi(c, z) and Xi j(c, z) variables.
From Fig. 5.2, we can find solutions for f yi j (c, z) variables by solving the multicast flow conservation
constraints, then we can decide the values of Xi(c, z) and Xi j(c, z) accordingly. To explore a variety
of different solutions for the decision variables, we solve problem P3.1 such that we get different
solutions for the relaxed binary variables in each run of P3.1 problem.
We define a set, ρˆ, where it contains initially all Xi j(c, z) variables. After solving P3.1 problem,
we remove each Xi j(c, z) variable from set ρˆ if its solution is positive. From constraint (5.65), we
can get different solution for Xi j(c, z) variables after each run of problem P3.1 in CDR algorithm.
Different solutions for Xi j(c, z) variables may lead to finding different solutions for Hei(c, z) vari-
ables in problem P3.2, and hence, different solutions for Ptxi (c, z) and PETei (c, z) in problem P3.3.
Accordingly, We can formulate P3.1 problem as follows:
P3.1 : Minimize :
|I |∑
z=1
∑
c∈C
∑
i∈Sm2m
∑
j∈Sm2m
∑
y∈d
f yi j (c, z) (5.64)
Subject to:
Constraints (5.7-5.10), (5.16-5.20) and (5.34).∑
Xi j (c,z)∈ρˆ
Xi j(c, z) > 0. (5.65)
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0 ≤ Xi(c, z) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.66)
0 ≤ Xi j(c, z) ≤ 1,∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.67)
5.5.2 Problem P3.2
After finding solutions for Xi(c, z) and Xi j(c, z) in P3.1, we round them up to 1 and fix them in
addition to fixing f yi j (c, z). Then, we solve P3.2 in order to find solutions for Hi(c, z) and Hei(c, z).
Hence, we can formulate problem P3.2 as follows:
P3.2 : Maximize :
∑
e∈ETS
∑
i∈Sm2m
∑
c∈C
|I |∑
z=1
PETei (c, z) δ (5.68)
Subject to:
Constraints (5.11-5.12), (5.21), (5.24-5.30), (5.35-5.36), (5.43) and (5.46-5.47).∑
c∈C
[
X+i (c, z) +
∑
∀q∈Sm2m
X+qi(c, z)
]
+
∑
c∈C
Hi(c, z) ≤ 1,
∀i ∈ Sm2m, z ∈ Z .
(5.69)
f y +i j (c, z) − X+i j(c, z) Ri j(c, z) δ ≤ 0,
∀i ∈ Sm2m, j ∈ Sm2m, y ∈ d, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z .
(5.70)
0 ≤ Hi(c, z) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Sm2m, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.71)
0 ≤ Hei(c, z) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Sm2m, e ∈ ETS, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z . (5.72)
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5.5.3 Problem P3.3
In problem P3.1 and P3.2, we find solutions for the relaxed binary variables. Therefore, we can
formulate P3.3 as a convex NLP to get a solution for power allocation subproblem as follows:
P3.3 : Minimize :
∑
i∈Sm2m
∑
e∈ETS
∑
i∈Sm2m
∑
c∈C
|I |∑
z=1
PETei (c, z) δ (5.73)
Subject to:
Constraints (5.16-5.21), (5.25), (5.28-5.30), (5.34-5.36) and (5.41-5.48).
5.5.4 CDR Algorithm
The CDR algorithm is described in Algorithm 5. In this algorithm, we solve problem P3.1, P3.2
and P3.3 iteratively after decomposing the original optimization problem. Moreover, we employ
Algorithm 4 to find approximation for the non-convex data rate function. In steps 1-2, Algorithm
5 initialize some counters and parameters to be used by the algorithm. Moreover, Algorithm 5
initialized the set ρˆ to contain all binary variables Xi j(c, z). In steps 4-7, we solve problem P3.1,
round the relaxed variables up to 1 and remove them from ρˆ if they are positive. In steps 8-11,
we solve P3.2 and round the solution of the relaxed binary variables up to one. Then we solve the
problem of minimizing total transmitted energy in step 12 using Algorithm 4. Steps 13-18 lead to
termination of Algorithm 5 when the solution of the algorithm is repeated in the recent iterations
for a number of times equals Count. Moreover, Algorithm 5 will terminate when the set ρˆ becomes
empty.
Theorem 5.5.1. Given a finite number of users, channels and time slots, CDR algorithm converges
in a finite number of steps.
Proof. In P3.1, constraint (5.65) ensures that at least one new variable Xi j(c, z) ∈ ρˆ is greater than
zero in each iteration of Algorithm 5. Moreover, Algorithm 5 removes all positive variables Xi j(c, z)
from ρˆ during each iteration. It is shown in Algorithm 5 that one of the termination conditions
is when the set ρˆ is empty. Hence, the maximum number of iterations for Algorithm 5 is reached
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Algorithm 5: Constraints Decomposition with SCP and Binary Variable Relaxation
(CDR)
1 Set k = 1, Π = ∞ and Count = 0.
2 ρˆ = {Xi j(c, z)}, ∀i ∈ Sm2m, ∀ j ∈ Sm2m, ∀c ∈ C, z ∈ Z.
3 while
(
Count , Termination Threshold and ρˆ , {}
)
do
4 Solve problem P3.1.
5 if (The solution of P3.1 is feasible) then
6 Round the solutions of Xi(c, z) and Xi j(c, z) up to 1, i.e. X+i (c, z) = dX∗i (c, z)e and
X+i j(c, z) = dX∗i j(c, z)e, ∀i ∈ Sm2m, ∀ j ∈ S
m2m
, ∀c ∈ C, z ∈ Z.
7 Remove Xi j(c, z) from ρˆ ∀ X+i j(c, z) = 1.
8 Solve problem P3.2.
9 if (The solution of P3.2 is feasible) then
10 Set P˜i(c, z) = Ptx∗i (c, z), ∀i ∈ Sm2m, ∀c ∈ C, z ∈ Z.
11 Round the solutions of Hi(c, z) and Hei(c, z) up to 1, i.e. H+i (c, z) = dH∗i (c, z)e,
H+ei(c, z) = dH∗ei(c, z)e, ∀i ∈ Sm2m, e ∈ ETS, c ∈ C, z ∈ Z.
12 Solve P3.3 using Algorithm 4, and let the solution be pi(k).
13 if (The solution of Algorithm 4 is feasible) then
14 if
(
pi(k) = Π
)
then
15 Count = Count +1.
16 if
(
pi(k) < Π
)
then
17 Π = pi(k).
18 Count = 0.
19 k = k + 1.
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when one variable Xi j(c, z) ∈ ρˆ is removed from ρˆ in each iteration. In other words, the number
of iterations for CDR algorithm is upper bounded by the maximum cardinality of set ρˆ, which is
|S | × |S | × |C | × |Z |. 
5.6 Simulation Results
In this section, we study the problem of minimizing the total transferred energy to support M2M
multicast service for IoT devices in cellular networks. We use General Algebraic Modeling System
(GAMS) [114] with SCIP solver [115] to solve the original optimization problem, P1, optimally. It
is shown in [115] that SCIP uses a spatial branch-and-bound algorithm to solve convex and non-
convex MINLP problem to achieve global optimality. Moreover, we use CPLEX [116] and Interior
Point Optimizer (IPOPT) [117] under GAMS to solve MILP and NLP problems, respectively.
We consider in the simulation two network sizes: 1) Small networks and 2) Large networks.
The network size is represented here by the number of devices, BSs, ETs, channels and multicast
destinations. Unless the network parameters are specified otherwise, the small network consists of
1 BS, 9 ETs transmitting over 2 channels and 5 cellular devices and 10 M2M devices transmitting
over 2 channels, and the number of destinations for the multicast session is 3. On the other hand,
the large network consists of 1 BS, 25 ETs transmitting over 5 channels and 8 cellular devices and
15 M2M devices transmitting over 5 channels, and the number of destinations for the multicast
session is 5.
Due to the difficulty of finding the optimal solution when the network size is large, we compare
the optimal solution with GBD-SCP and CDR algorithm using small networks. For the other
performance comparisons in this section, we use the large network. Similar to [36], we assume that
the ETs are distributed within 100 meter of the BS. The distribution of the multipath fading and
the shadowing are exponential with unit mean and log-normal with standard deviation of 8 dB,
respectively. The rest of the simulation parameters are shown in Table 7.1.
Fig. 5.3 shows a comparison between the optimal solution and the solutions given by GBD-SCP
and CDR algorithms. As the number of iterations for CDR algorithm increases, the performance
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
PLc 10−2
ζ 2
φ 15◦
φ 20◦
W 6 MHz
N0 -174 dbm/Hz
η 65.2 %
ΓEH -21 dBm
ΓM2M 10
Γcell 10
Parameter Value
Ptxmax 250 mW
PETmax 20 W
PBS 20 W
δ 0.1 sec
v 1 Mb
BLmin 10 mAh
BLiniti 300 mAh
BLmaxi 500 mAh
 0.01
δ 0.01
1 3 5 10 50
Number of CDR iterations
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1
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sm
itt
ed
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CDR
GBD-SCP
Optimal
Figure 5.3: A comparison between the optimal solution and the solutions given by GBD-SCP and
CDR algorithms.
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improves significantly until it stabilizes. It is shown that CDR algorithm converges when it reaches
around the 10th iteration, and that coincides with Theorem 5.5.1. Both GBD-SCP and CDR
achieve performance close to the optimal although GBD-SCP outperforms CDR when the network
is small.
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Figure 5.4: Transmitted energy vs number of ETs.
Fig. 5.4 shows the effect of increasing the number of ETs on the total transmitted energy
when the network is large and CDR iterations are 10. The performance of the GBD-SCP and CDR
algorithms is close although GBD-SCP slightly outperforms CDR when the number of ETs is large.
As the number of ETs increases, the total required energy to be transferred decreases as shown
in Fig. 5.4. The reason for this trend is that increasing the number of ETs increases the chances
for the M2M devices to receive energy from closer ETs and over channels with better conditions.
Hence, less energy can be transferred while supporting the same energy demands for the M2M
devices.
Table 5.2 shows the computation times when the problem is solved optimally and when GBD-
SCP and CDR are used. We select the number of iterations for CDR algorithm to be 10 since
its performance is close to the optimal and the performance of GBD-SCP algorithm when the
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Table 5.2: Computation Time (Seconds)
Small Network Large Network
Optimal 443 N/A
GBD 8.89 874
CDR 9.94 55.6
network size is small and large, respectively. It is shown that finding the optimal solution when the
network size is small requires long computation time whereas it cannot be found efficiently when
the network is large. Moreover, Table 5.2 indicates that GBD-SCP and CDR algorithms reduce
the computation time significantly when the network is small, and they can find solutions when
the network is large. Due to availability of an efficient solver for solving MILP when the number
of binary variable is not huge, GBD-SCP outperforms CDR algorithm when the network is small
although the computation time is close. However, CDR algorithm outperforms GBD-SCP when the
network size is large. The reason is that the number of binary variables is large when the network
size is large, and GBD-SCP algorithm performance is significantly influenced by this increase in the
number of binary variables. On the other hand, CDR algorithm solves the problem while relaxing
the binary variables, and this contributes to reducing the computation time.
(a) (b) (c)
28
1
4
3
8
1
3
4
118
3
1
4
Figure 5.5: Multicast routing trees, when the source is IoT 8 and the destinations are IoT 1, IoT
3 and IoT 4, result from: (a) Optimal solution, (b) GBD-SCP algorithm and (c) CDR algorithm.
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show multicast routing trees for two scenarios, where the source is IoT
8 and the destinations are IoT 1, IoT 3 and IoT 4 in Fig. 5.5 and the source is IoT 6 and the
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Figure 5.6: Multicast routing trees, when the source is IoT 6 and the destinations are IoT 1, IoT
5 and IoT 9, result from: (a) Optimal solution, (b) GBD-SCP algorithm and (c) CDR algorithm.
destinations are IoT 1, IoT 5 and IoT 9 in Fig. 5.6. The multicast tree in (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 5.5
and Fig. 5.6 results from optimal solution, GBD-SCP algorithm and CDR algorithm, respectively.
In both scenarios, node number 11 represents the base station. The first and the second numbers
in each parenthesis represent the transmission channel and slot numbers, respectively, for the
associated link. It is shown that GBD-SCP and CDR algorithms may generate routing trees that
are different than the routing tree of the optimal solution. However, the generated routing trees
from GBD-SCP and CDR algorithms allow the IoT devices to optimize their data transmission and
energy harvesting and achieve a performance close to the optimal as discussed previously.
To study the effect of the network architecture on the total transmitted energy, we consider
hybrid and ad hoc networks architectures. A hybrid network is similar to the network architecture
shown in Fig. 5.1 where the multicast message can be transmitted using M2M communication
links and the cellular downlink from the BS to the M2M devices. On the other hand, the multicast
message is transmitted using only M2M communication in ad hoc network architecture without
help from the BS.
Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the effect of the network architecture on the transmitted energy.
Since only the transmitting M2M devices are compensated by energy for their consumed energy
to transmit a multicast message, the BS can help in reducing the total consumed energy by M2M
devices by forwarding the multicast message to the destinations. Hence, the total transmitted
energy can be reduced by using the hybrid network architecture as shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig.
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Figure 5.7: Transmitted energy vs. number of ETS when the network architecture is ad hoc and
hybrid.
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Figure 5.8: Transmitted energy vs. number multicast destination when the network architecture is
ad hoc and hybrid.
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5.8. From Fig. 5.7, the gap between the transmitted energy using these two network architectures
is large when the number of ETs is small. However, networks with more ETs allow the ad hoc
network architecture to achieve a better performance. Since the BS can reach all destinations
using the downlink, the total transmitted energy to the M2M devices does not vary a lot when the
number of destination is increased from 5 to 8. However, increasing the number of destinations
when the network is ad hoc generally results in more M2M communications, and hence, more
energy consumption by the M2M devices. Therefore, the ETs transmit more energy as the number
of destinations increases in the ad hoc network architecture as shown in Fig. 5.8.
Table 5.3: Harvested Energy Using Different Energy Harvesting Technologies.
ΓEH (dBm) η (%)
CMOS 130 nm [118] -21 65.2
HSMS-2852 [119] -10 75
SMS-2852 [120] -10 10
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Figure 5.9: Transmitted energy using different energy harvesting technologies.
Energy harvesting technology plays an important role in deciding the required energy to be
transferred to the M2M devices. Table 5.3 shows different energy harvesting technologies with
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different energy harvesting efficiencies and minimum input powers to the energy harvester [118,
119, 120]. The corresponding performance for these three technologies are shown in Fig. 5.9. Since
the CMOS technology in [118] has lowest and highest ΓEH and η, respectively, it outperforms the
other two technologies in terms of the transmitted energy by ETs. On the other hand, both HSMS
and SMS technologies in [119, 120] have a similar threshold ΓEH , but HSMS outperforms SMS since
its energy efficiency is higher. From Fig. 5.9, ΓEH has more significant impact on the required
energy to be transmitted from the ETs compared to η.
5.7 Conclusion
We considered wireless-powered multicasting service for M2M devices in cellular networks. Mul-
tiple ETs are distributed in the network to transfer energy to the M2M devices. M2M devices utilize
M2M communication to transfer multicast messages, and they are compensated for the energy con-
sumed for forwarding the multicast messages. We formulated the problem mathematically, and the
goal is to minimize the total transmitted energy by these ETs. The formulated problem is hard
to solve since it is a non-convex MINLP. Therefore, we utilized GBD algorithm to decompose the
problem into an NLP and an MILP subproblem. Then, we approximated the non-convex data
rate function by a lower bound concave function and used SCP algorithm within GBD to solve the
problem.
Because the problem is still hard to solve using GBD-SCP, especially when the number of
binary variables is large, we proposed the CDR algorithm to solve the problem more efficiently. By
utilizing the dependence of some variables on each other, we decomposed the original problem into
three easier to solve sub-problems with binary variables relaxation. We studied the performance of
CDR algorithm which achieves a performance that is close to GBD-SCP algorithm, but requires less
computation time when the network size is large. We showed that the hybrid network architecture
contributes to reducing the total transmitted energy by the ETs. Furthermore, energy harvesting
technology used by the M2M device plays an important role in minimizing the required energy to
be transmitted from the ETs.
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CHAPTER 6. EFFICIENT DATA AND ENERGY TRANSFER IN IOT
WITH A MOBILE COGNITIVE BASE STATION
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter [5], we consider a mobile cognitive base station (MB) that disseminates data to
IoT devices and charges them wirelessly using RF energy transfer. The IoT devices are distributed
in clusters, and each cluster head requests data and energy for its corresponding cluster. The
MB supports the IoT devices with their data and energy demands within a certain tolerable time.
Moreover, the MB transmits data and transfers energy underlaying a primary network, where it
keeps its interference to the receiving PUs under a certain threshold. A typical application for this
scheme is groups of isolated actuator IoT devices that are controlled and charged by the MB to
perform a certain task in an area with lack of energy sources, communication coverage and wireless
spectrum. Our objective is to minimize total energy consumed by the MB in its mobility, energy
transfer and data transmission. We formulate our problem mathematically as an MINLP and solve
it to find the optimal locations and transmission powers for the MB. Simulation results shows the
relationship between total energy consumption and the number of PUs and IoT devices, speed and
number of locations for the MB and the maximum delay to support data and energy demand to
the IoT devices.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We introduce the system model Section 6.2, then
we formulate our problem in Section 6.3. Finally, we discuss the simulation results in Section 6.4and
conclude this chapter in Section 7.6.
6.2 System Model
We consider a mobile base stations (MB), which supports energy and data demands for a set
of fixed IoT devices, U. We assume that each IoT device is equipped with a single radio, and it
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uses time switched energy harvesting and data reception, i.e., the received signal from the MB can
either be used to receive data or harvest energy. Moreover, we assume that the PUs and the IoT
devices use omnidirectional antennas, and the MB utilizes directional antennas for data and energy
transmission. The MB transfers data and energy underlaying a primary network. Hence, the MB
keeps its interference to the primary users below a certain threshold to protect them from harmful
interference. To guarantee a ceratin quality of service requirement, the MB transfers the required
energy and data to all users within a duration dˆmax. The duration of each time slot is δ, and the
total number of slots to support the required demands is ddˆmax/δe.
Primary BS
PU 2
PU 1
PU 3
Cluster Head
IoT 2
IoT 1
Location 1
Location 2
MB
MB
IoT Device
Primary User
Figure 6.1: A mobile cognitive base station (MB) transfers data and energy to IoT devices.
Fig. 6.1 shows the proposed MB transferring data and energy to a set of IoT devices. The
IoT devices request their data and energy demands through cluster heads, then the cluster heads
transfer the requests to the MB. Once the MB receives the demand requests, it moves to certain
locations to transfer data and energy such that the demands are satisfied within a certain period
of time. Since the MB operates underlaying a primary network, the MB adjusts its location and
transmission power such that the primary users (PUs) within the signal range are protected.
Fig. 6.2 shows a scenario of the MB when its transmission from location 1 causes interference
to PU 3. To avoid causing this interference, the MB adjusts it location by moving to location 3
and transmits to IoT 1 as shown in Fig. 6.3. Adjusting the location of the MB, the direction of
the beam and the transmission power give the MB more flexibility in transferring data and energy
while protecting the PUs.
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PU 3IoT 1
Location 1Location 3
MB
Figure 6.2: The MB causes interference to PU 3.
Let z be the index of the zth location that the MB can move to, and Zˆ be the set of all these
indices. The Euclidean distance between the j th IoT device, Uj , and the MB when it is located at
location z is given by
dzL j =
z − Lj  (6.1)
where Lj is the location of Uj . The gain of the channel between the MB when it is located at
location z and Uj , GzL j , is given by
GzL j = PLc α βAt Ar D
−ζ
zL j
(6.2)
where α is the coefficient of fast fading due to multi-path propagation and β is the coefficient of
slow fading due to shadowing, PLc is the path loss constant and ζ is the path loss exponent, At
and Ar are transmitting and receiving antenna gains, respectively, and DzL j is the distance between
location z and location Lj . Similarly, the channel gain between primary user k and Uj is given by
gk j = PLc α β At Ar d
−ζ
k j
(6.3)
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MB
Figure 6.3: The MB adjusts its location to avoid interfering with PU 3.
where dk j is the distance between primary user k and Uj . The gain of many practical directional
antennas is approximated by [111]
At ≈ 30,000
θ φ
. (6.4)
where θ and φ are azimuth and elevation angles in degree, respectively.
The harvested energy EHj (t) by Uj from the MB during slot t is defined as follows:
EHj (t) =
∑
z∈Zˆ
η δ Pj(t) GzL j whz j(t) Lz(t). (6.5)
where η is the energy harvesting efficiency factor, whz j(t) is a binary variable representing the beam-
forms of energy transmission from the MB to Uj , when the MB is located at location z during slot
t, and Pj(t) is the transmission power of the transmitted signal from the MB to Uj during slot t
and the maximum transmission power is Ptxmax. Lz(t) is a binary variable defined as follows:
Lz(t) =

1 If the MB is located at the zth location during slot t.
0, otherwise.
(6.6)
The date rate of the down link between the MB and Uj during slot t is given by
Rj(t) = W log2
(
1 + SINRj(t)
)
. (6.7)
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where W is the channel bandwidth and SINRj(t) is the signal to noise plus interference ratio for
the signal transmitted by the MB to Uj during slot t SINRj(t) is given by
SINRj(t) =
∑
z∈Zˆ Pj(t) GzL j wdz j(t) Lz(t)
N0W +
∑
k∈PU t x
Pk gk j
(6.8)
where Pk is the transmission power of primary user k, N0 is the noise spectral density and wdz j(t) is
a binary variable representing the beamforms of data transmission from the MB to Uj , when the
MB is located at location z during slot t.
Each IoT device Uj requests a Data Demand (DDi) and/ or Energy Demand (EDi), and the
MB should support the demands of all IoT devices within a certain time, dˆmax. We assume that
DDi and EDi do not change from the time the demands are requested until the MB delivers the
data and energy to Uj . Let UDDj(t) and UEDj(t) be the unsatisfied data and energy demands for
Uj until slot t, respectively. UDDj(t) and UEDj(t) are given, respectively, by
UDDj(t) = UDDj(t − 1) − Rj(t) δ (6.9)
and
UEDj(t) = UEDj(t) − EHj (t) (6.10)
where UDDj(1) = DDj and UEDj(1) = EDj .
The waiting time of Uj for data and energy transfer services, Twj is given by
Twj =
ddˆmax/δe∑
t=1
δ Vj(t), (6.11)
where Vj(t) is a binary variable defined as follows:
Vj(t) =

0 If UDDj(t) ≤ 0 and UEDj(t) ≤ 0.
1, otherwise.
(6.12)
We assume that the MB is a base station attached to an electric vehicle. There are several
factors affecting the total energy consumed by the electric vehicle including the movement speed
and the travelled distance. The total power at the wheel of the electric vehicle during slot t is given
by [100]
PWheels(t) =
[
m a(t) + m v cos(Θ) Cr
1000
(
c1 S(t) + c2
)
+
1
2
ρAir fA CD S(t)2 + m v sin(Θ)
]
S(t) (6.13)
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where m is the vehicle mass, a(t) is the acceleration of the vehicle during slot t, vˆ is the grav-
itational acceleration, Θ is road grade, Cr , c1 and c2 are the rolling resistance parameters which
depend on the road type and condition and the vehicle type, S(t) is the MB speed during slot t,
which is upper bounded by Smax, ρAir is the air mass density, fA is the area of the vehicle front,
CD is the aerodynamic drag coefficient. After calculating the power at the wheels, we can find the
power at the electric motor as follows:
PElectricMotor (t) = PWheels(t)
η Driveline η Electric Motor
(6.14)
where η Driveline and η Electric Motor are the efficiency of the driveline and the electric motor, respec-
tively. Hence, the cost of the MB movement during slot t is given by
Q(t) = PElectricMotor (t) δ. (6.15)
6.3 Problem Formulation
Let Lz(t) be a binary variable that equals to one only if the MB is located at zth location during
slot t. Since the MB can be located only at one location at a certain time, we have∑
z∈Zˆ
Lz(t) = 1, 1 ≤ t ≤ ddˆmax/δe . (6.16)
We assume that the IoT devices use time switching energy harvesting and data reception. Hence,
the IoT device cannot both receive data and harvest energy during one time slot. Therefore,
wdz j(t) + whz j(t) ≤ 1, ∀ j ∈ U,1 t ≤ z ≤ | Zˆ |,1 t ≤ ddˆmax/δe . (6.17)
To receive data from an MB, the received signal is lower bounded by a threshold, µd, as follows:
µd Pj(t) ≤
Pj(t)2 ∑z∈Zˆ GzL j wdz j(t) Lz(t)
N0W +
∑
k∈PU t x
Pk gk j
,
∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ z ≤ | Zˆ |,1 ≤ t ≤ ddˆmax/δe .
(6.18)
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In the above constraint, both sides are multiplied by Pj(t) to enforce the constraint only if 0 < Pj(t).
Similarly, the received signal used for harvesting energy is lower bounded by a threshold, µh, as
follows:
µh Pj(t) ≤ Pj(t)2
∑
z∈Zˆ
GzL j w
h
z j(t) Lz(t),
∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ z ≤ | Zˆ |,1 ≤ t ≤ ddˆmax/δe .
(6.19)
To satisfy the data demand for Uj , we have the following constraint:
DDj ≤ δ
ddˆmax/δe∑
t=1
Rj(t), ∀ j ∈ U. (6.20)
Moreover, the total energy demand is upper bounded by the total energy that can be harvested,
i.e.,
EDj ≤
ddˆmax/δe∑
t=1
EHj (t), ∀ j ∈ U. (6.21)
The total energy transferred by the MB cannot exceed its initial battery level, BLinit . Hence,
ddˆmax/δe∑
t=2
∑
q∈Zˆ
∑
r ∈Zˆ
Lq(t) Lr (t − 1) Dqr Q(t − 1) +
ddˆmax/δe∑
t=1
∑
j∈U
δ Pj(t) ≤ BLinit . (6.22)
Since the traveled distance by the MB cannot go beyond its speed, we have∑
q∈Zˆ
∑
r ∈Zˆ
Lq(t) Lr (t − 1) Dqr ≤ S(t − 1) δ, 1 < t ≤ ddˆmax/δe . (6.23)
For two IoT devices located within one direction to the MB, we have the following constraint
to ensure a successful data reception using directional antennas:
wdzq(t) + wdzr (t) ≤ 1 + Γz,q,r,
∀q,r ∈ U,1 t ≤ ddˆmax/δe,1 ≤ z ≤ | Zˆ |.
(6.24)
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where Γz,q,r is a binary variable given by
Γz,q,r =

0 If the MB is located at the zth location
and node r is located within the direction
of the beam of the transmission from the
MB to node q.
1, otherwise.
(6.25)
To protect the date reception of the primary users, the total interference caused by the MB
must remain under a certain threshold, i.e.,∑
z∈Zˆ
∑
j∈U
Pj(t)GzLk (wdz j(t) + whz j(t))Lz(t)(1 − Γz, j ,k) < λk,
∀k ∈ PUr,1 ≤ t ≤ ddˆmax/δe .
(6.26)
where λk is a threshold for the interference to the primary user k. To satisfy a certain quality
of service, the waiting time for each Uj must be less than or equals to T, i.e.,
0 ≤ Twj ≤ T, ∀ j ∈ U. (6.27)
The total energy consumed by the MB for transmitting data and energy to all IoT devices is given
by
ETx = δ
∑
j∈U
ddˆmax/δe∑
t=1
Pj(t). (6.28)
We consider the total energy consumed by the MB due to its mobility, which is given by
EMo =
ddˆmax/δe∑
t=2
∑
q∈Zˆ
∑
r ∈Zˆ
Lq(t) Lr (t − 1) Dqr Q(t − 1). (6.29)
Our main objective is to minimize the total energy consumed for data and energy transfer (ETx)
and mobility (EMo). Therefore, we formulate our optimization problem as follows:
Minimize : ETx + EMo (6.30)
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Subject to: Constraints (6.17-6.27)
0 ≤ Pj(t) ≤ Ptxmax, ∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ t ≤ ddˆmax/δe . (6.31)
0 ≤ S(t) ≤ Smax,1 ≤ t ≤ ddˆmax/δe . (6.32)
Lz j(t) ∈ {0,1}, ∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ z ≤ | Zˆ |,1 < t ≤ ddˆmax/δe . (6.33)
wdz j(t),whz j(t) ∈ {0,1},∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ z ≤ | Zˆ |,1 ≤ z ≤ | Zˆ |. (6.34)
Vj(t) ∈ {0,1}, ∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ t ≤ ddˆmax/δe . (6.35)
6.4 Simulation Results
We consider in the simulation a moving base station, 13 IoT devices and 10 PUs pairs distributed
over a 500 m by 500 m area. The energy and data demands for each IoT device are 10 Joule
and 10 Mbits, respectively. The MB moves close to the IoT devices, then it transfers data and
energy to support the requested demands. The selected locations are determined by the above
optimization problem to minimize total energy consumption. We used General Algebraic Modeling
System (GAMS) [98] with Couenne solver [99] to calculate the optimal solution of the optimization
problem. The multipath fading is exponentially distributed with unit mean and the shadowing is
log-normal distributed with standard deviation of 8 dB.
The MB is a base station attached to a moving vehicle, and can move to certain locations to
transfer data and energy to the IoT devices. The moving vehicle is an electric vehicle, and we
used in our simulation the parameters associated with Nissan Leaf electric vehicle [100]. Table 7.1
shows the rest of the parameters used in the simulation. Figure 6.4 shows the total energy
consumption when the number of PUs increases. The energy consumption is calculated for the MB
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Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
PLc 10−2
ζ 2
Ar 1
θ 15◦
φ 20◦
η 0.6
δ 60 seconds
W 6 MHz
N0 -174 dbm/Hz
Pk 0.1 W.
Ptxmax 1 W.
Smax 30 m/s.
dˆmax 5, 8 and 10 slots.
BLinit 30 kWh.
Parameter Value
µd -60 dBm
µh -10 dBm
m 1521 kg
vˆ 9.8066 m/s2
Θ 0
Cr 1.75
c1 0.0328
c2 4.575
CD 0.28
ρAir 1.2256 kg/m
3
fA 2.3316 m2
η 0.6
η Driveline 0.92
η Electric Motor 0.91
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Figure 6.4: The effect of PUs on the total energy consumption.
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when it can move to 16 locations in 100 m × 100 m area to serve 5 IoT devices. Increasing the
number of PUs increases the chance of the MB movement since the MB may adjust its location to
avoid causing harmful interference to the PU while transmitting to the IoT devices. Therefore, it
is shown in Figure 6.4 that increasing the number of PUs increases the total energy consumption
for the optimal solution. On the other hand, moving with non-optimal speeds increases the total
energy consumption significantly. It is also shown that the effect of moving with non-optimal speeds
on energy consumption dominate the effect of increasing the number of PUs.
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Figure 6.5: The effect of PUs on the total energy consumption.
Figure 6.5 shows the total energy consumption when the number of IoT devices increases. Since
supporting more IoT devices increases the possibility of the MB movement, the MB consumes more
energy when it serves more IoT devices. Increasing the number of IoT devices increases energy
consumption rapidly when the number of served IoT devices is small, and it increases slightly when
the number of served IoT devices is large. The reason behind this behavior is that the MB has
more chance to adjust its locations to serve more neighboring users with less mobility when the
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number of served IoT devices is larger. It is shown in Figure 6.5 that the MB consumes more
energy when it moves with a higher and constant speed. Since the demands for data and energy
needed to be satisfied within a certain time, the MB adjusts its movement speed and transmission
power accordingly. Therefore, the MB optimizes its movement speed dynamically to transfer data
and energy within the tolerable time while minimizing energy consumption.
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Figure 6.6: The effect of the required time slots on the total energy consumption.
Figure 6.6 shows the total energy consumption when the numbers of IoT devices and time
slots increase. It is shown that the MB consumes more energy when the maximum time for
delivering data and energy (T) is shorter. The IoT devices that tolerate more delay gives the
MB more freedom to deliver data and energy over more time slots. The energy consumed for the
MB movement dominates the total energy consumption. Hence, the MB may choose to transmit
data and energy with lower transmission powers and over a longer period of time instead of moving
closer to the destination and finishing the data and energy transfer faster. Therefore, allowing the
MB to deliver data and energy over larger period of time may lead to more energy saving.
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Figure 6.7: The effect of the number of locations on the total energy consumption.
The effect of the number of locations on the total energy consumption is shown in Figure 6.7.
Increasing the number of locations that the MB can move to in order to transfer data and energy
may lead to a reduction in energy consumption. The reason is that having more locations allows the
MB to move closer to the destinations and transmits with a lower power and optimize its location
to serve more IoT devices while reducing its movement.
6.5 Conclusion
We considered a mobile base station that supports a group of fixed users with data and energy
demands. The MB is required to transfer data and energy demands to all users within a cretin
time. The objective is to minimize the energy consumed by MB in mobility and data and energy
transfer. To improve the quality of the service for the users, the data and energy service waiting
time needs to be minimized. Therefore, we formulated an optimization problem which optimizes the
MB locations and transmission powers to achieve the desired goal. The simulation results showed
that the number of IoT devices, PUs and locations of the MB, the tolerable time for delivering the
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data and energy to the IoT devices and the movement speed of the MB can impact the total energy
consumption. Therefore, the location, speed and transmission power of the MB are adjusted to
optimize the total energy consumption. We showed that more time slots and locations for the MB
leads to more reduction in total energy consumption.
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CHAPTER 7. DATA DISSEMINATION IN IOT USING A COGNITIVE
UAV
In this chapter [6], we consider a cognitive UAV for disseminating data in the IoT. The UAV
shares the spectrum with PUs, and it accesses the spectrum opportunistically when it finds that
a channel is available. The licensed PU of each channel allows interference from the UAV for a
maximum number of slots right after the PU becomes active. Therefore, the UAV predicts the
off period of the PU, and it decides the duration of the transmission accordingly. The goal is to
maximize the minimum number of bits transmitted to the IoT devices during the service time.
Moreover, the UAV keeps its number of interfering slots to the PU corresponding to the selected
channel below a certain threshold. We develop the optimization formulation for our problem,
which is in a form of an MINLP. Hence, we approximate the non-convex data rate function by
a convex function and decompose the problem into two sub-problems: 1) Finding the number of
transmission slots using the bisection method and 2) Solving the optimization problem iteratively
using successive convex programming. We show that the proposed method converges to a Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) point.
This chapter is organized as follows. We describe the system model in Section 7.1 and we
formulate our problem in Section 7.2. Then, we reformulate the original optimization problem in
Section 7.3, and we discuss the successive convex programming algorithm in Section 7.4. Finally,
we discuss the simulation results in Section 7.5 and conclude this chapter in Section 7.6.
7.1 System Model
We consider a cognitive Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) that disseminates data to a set of
fixed IoT devices, U. The UAV flies at an altitude of H meters with a maximum speed of S m/s,
and its transmission power is P mW . The UAV is equipped with a CR and operates as a secondary
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user that shares Cˆ channels with Cˆ Primary Users (PUs). We consider the downlink transmissions
from the UAV to the IoT devices. We assume that the UAV and the PUs are located within the
same transmission area, and the UAV needs to keep the number of interfering transmission slots
below a certain number.
The UAV serves all receivers within T frames, and each frame is divided into slots, where the
duration of the frame and slot are ∆ and δ ms, respectively. Each IoT device is synchronized with
the UAV, and it can receive data from the UAV over certain idle channels and during certain frames.
The frame is divided into two parts: 1) N consecutive slots at the beginning of the frame duration
dedicated for the UAV transmission and 2) The remaining time is used for the UAV mobility and
channels sensing. During each frame, the time allocated for transmission, Nδ, is much smaller the
time allocated for mobility, i.e., N  ∆δ . Furthermore, we assume that the channel is quasi-static
during the transmission slots of each frame.
Each of the PUs alternates between two states, On (Busy) and OFF (idle). To protect the
primary user from harmful interference, the UAV keeps its number of interfering slots to the PU
below a certain threshold, NPth, where Pth is the threshold of the interference violation probability.
During each frame, the UAV senses the channels in order to find an idle channel. By the end of
the frame duration, the UAV selects one idle channel to use for its transmission in the next frame.
We assume that the PUs’ activities are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), and the
probability that a channel is not available due to a PU’s activities is Pa. Moreover, the steady state
probability that the UAV can find an idle channel to use for its transmission is (1−PCˆa ). Therefore,
the UAV can find an idle channel at the beginning of each frame with high probability when the
number of channel, Cˆ, is large. Otherwise, the UAV waits until the next time frame and searches
for an idle channel again. The UAV informs the IoT device located within its transmission range
about the selected channel over a common control channel. Then, IoT devices tune their radios to
receive data over the selected channel.
Fig. 7.1 shows a scenario where a cognitive UAV disseminates data to a group of IoT devices.
The UAV starts from its initial location and traverses a certain trajectory such that data delivered
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Figure 7.1: Data dissimilation to IoT devices using cognitive UAV.
to the IoT while the PUs are protected from harmful interference. The UAV senses a group of
channels, predicts the OFF periods of the corresponding PUs, selects the best channel, decides the
number of transmission slots and finally transmits data to the IoT device. The UAV returns to its
initial location after completing its task.
We assume that the ON period of the PU is longer than N slots. Hence, we adopt an optimal
transmission strategy proposed in [126] as follows. If the UAV finds an idle channel at the beginning
of the frame t, it starts its transmission immediately for nt consecutive slots out of N slots dedicated
for transmission. The UAV must stop transmitting data during the remaining transmission slots,
i.e., N−nt slots. The number of slots nt is selected such that the UAV keeps the number of interfering
slots to the PU below NPth. We assume that the primary network is a cellular network, where the
pdf of the OFF period of the PU is modeled using log-normal distribution [127] as follows:
f (Xof f , µ,σ) = 1
σ Xof f
√
2pi
e−
(lnXo f f −µ)2
2 σ2 (7.1)
where Xof f is a random variable representing the duration of the OFF period of the PU over a
certain channel, µ and σ are the parameters of the log-normal distribution. Let Pon(t, x) be the
probability of the primary user being active on the selected channel during the transmission slot x
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of frame t, which is given by [126]
Pon(t, x) =
Fof f (τt + x) − Fof f (τt + x − 1)
1 − Fof f (τt ) . (7.2)
where Fof f (.) is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the random variable Xof f , τt is
the elapsed time of the OFF period of the selected channel for frame t in ms.
After finding an idle channel at frame t, the UAV predicts the time on which the PU will resume
its transmission and the interference reaches the threshold Pth. Then, the UAV transmits for nt out
of N slots according to its prediction for the PU activity during that frame. After transmitting the
data to IoT devices, the UAV uses the remaining time of the frame for channels sensing and moving
to another location. When the UAV finds multiple idle channels, then it selects a channel with
largest elapsed time for OFF period. Since the OFF period of the PU is modelled using log-normal
distribution, larger elapsed time for OFF period leads to a larger number of allowable transmission
slots [126]. Let Ψ(t) be the expected number of interference violations by the UAV to the PU of
the selected channel during slot t, which is given by [126]
Ψ(t) =
nt∑
x=1
Pon(t, x) (nt + 1 − x)
=
nt∑
x=1
Fof f (τt + x) − nt Fof f (τt )
1 − Fof f (τt ) .
(7.3)
To keep the interference of the UAV below a certain threshold, we need to select nt such that Ψ(t)
is below NPth.
Let L(t) and Lj represent the location of the UAV at the beginning of frame t and the location
of the IoT device j, respectively. (x(t), y(t)) is a vector representing L(t), where x(t) and y(t) are the
x and y coordinates, respectively, of the UAV at time t. The maximum values for x(t) and y(t) are
Xmax and Ymax, respectively, i.e., x(t) ∈ [0,Xmax] and y(t) ∈ [0,Ymax]. The communication between
the UAV and the IoT device is from air to ground. Hence, we assume that the channel power gain
between the UAV and the IoT device during the transmission slots of each frame follows free-space
path loss model.
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The signal to noise ratio of IoT device j during the transmission slots of frame t is given by
γj(t) = P g0(‖L(t) − Lj ‖2 + H2)WN0 (7.4)
where g0 is channel power gain at a reference distance of 1 meter, W is the channel bandwidth and
N0 is the noise power spectral density. The total number of transmitted bits to IoT device j during
frame t is upper bounded by
Bj(t) =
nt∑
x=1
(
1 − Pon(t, x)
)
Rj(t) δ. (7.5)
where Rj(t) is the capacity of the selected channel for transmitting data to IoT device j during the
transmission slots of frame t, which is calculated as follows:
Rj(t) =W log2
(
1 + γj(t)
)
=W log2
(
1 +
P g0
(‖L(t) − Lj ‖2 + H2)WN0
) (7.6)
7.2 Problem Formulation
To protect the PU from harmful interference, the number of interfering slots to the PU is upper
bounded by PthN, i.e.,
Ψ(t) =
nt∑
x=1
Fof f (τt + x) − nt Fof f (τt )
1 − Fof f (τt ) ≤ Pth N .
(7.7)
Hence, the UAV selects the value of nt such that constraint (7.7) is satisfied. Since the upper limit
of the summation in equation (7.7), nt , is a variable, we rewrite the summation as
N∑
x=1
Z(t, x), where
Z(t, x) is a binary variable which equals one only when the UAV transmits data during the xth
transmission slot of frame t. We assume that the UAV decides whether to transmit or not at the
beginning of each frame duration. If the UAV decides to transmit in frame t, then it must start
its transmission at the first slot of that frame for nt consecutive transmission slots, and hence,
Z(t,1) = 1. Otherwise, Z(t, x) equals zero for all transmission slots, where 1 ≤ x ≤ N. To set the
value of Z(t, x) to reflect this desired behavior, we have the following two constraints:
Z(t, x + 1) ≤ Z(t, x), 1 < x ≤ N, 1 ≤ t ≤ T . (7.8)
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and
N∑
x=1
Z(t, x) = nt, ∀1 ≤ t ≤ T . (7.9)
Therefore, Ψ(t) is given by
Ψ(t) =
N∑
x=1
Z(t, x) Fof f (τt + x) − nt Fof f (τt )
1 − Fof f (τt )
=
N∑
x=1
Z(t, x)
[
Fof f (τt + x) − Fof f (τt )
]
1 − Fof f (τt ) .
(7.10)
Accordingly, we rewrite constraint (7.7) as follows:
Ψ(t) =
N∑
x=1
Z(t, x)
[
Fof f (τt + x) − Fof f (τt )
]
1 − Fof f (τt ) ≤ PthN,
1 < t ≤ T .
(7.11)
Moreover, we rewrite Bj(t) as shown below:
Bj(t) =
N∑
x=1
Z(t, x) (1 − Pon(t, x)) Rj(t) δ. (7.12)
Let linitial be the location of the UAV at the beginning of the first and last frame, respectively.
Then, we have
L(1) = linitial . (7.13)
and
L(T) = linitial . (7.14)
Furthermore, the distance that the UAV can travel during one frame is restricted by its speed, i.e.,
‖L(t) − L(t − 1)‖2 ≤ (S∆)2, 1 < t ≤ T . (7.15)
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Our objective is to maximize the minimum number of bits received by each IoT, Bmin, while pro-
tecting the PU from harmful interference. Therefore, the optimization problem can be formulated
as follows:
P1 : max
L(t), Z(t ,s), nt
Bmin (7.16)
Subject to:
Constraints (7.8-7.9), (7.11) and (7.13-7.15).
Bmin ≤
T∑
t=1
Bj(t), ∀ j ∈ U. (7.17)
Z(t, x) ∈ {0,1}, 1 < x ≤ N,1 < t ≤ T . (7.18)
0 ≤ nt ≤ N, Integer, 1 < t ≤ T . (7.19)
0 ≤ x(t) ≤ Xmax, 1 < t ≤ T . (7.20)
0 ≤ y(t) ≤ Ymax, 1 < t ≤ T . (7.21)
7.3 Problem Reformulation
The optimization problem P1 is in a form of non-convex Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program
(MINLP), where there is no efficient way to solve it optimally in general. Even with relaxing the
binary and integer variables, the problem is still hard to solve due to the non-convexity of constraint
(7.25). We show in this section how to tackle this issue and convert the optimization to a convex
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problem. We first relax the integer variables, then we find a concave approximation for the data
rate function.
Instead of time-slotted model for the transmission sub-frame, we consider a relaxed model
similar to [126]. The UAV transmission duration, nˆt , is a continuous variable such that 0 ≤ nˆt ≤ Nδ.
Then, we find the maximum value for nˆt that satisfies the following constraint using the bisection
method in the range [0, Nδ]:
Ψˆ(t) =
∫ nˆt
0
Fof f (τt + s)ds − nˆt Fof f (τt )
1 − Fof f (τt ) ≤ PthNδ.
(7.22)
Accordingly, we approximate Bj(t) as follows:
B˜j(t) =
⌊
nˆt
δ
⌋∑
x=1
(
1 − Pon(t, x)
)
Rj(t) δ. (7.23)
After relaxing the integer variable in P1, we can rewrite problem P1 as follows:
P2 : max
L(t)
Bmin (7.24)
Subject to:
Constraints (7.13-7.15) and (7.20-7.21).
Bmin ≤
T∑
t=1
B˜j(t), ∀ j ∈ U. (7.25)
Let q(t) = ‖L(t) − Lj ‖2, then it is clear that the following function is convex with respect to
q(t): Rj(t) = W log2(1+ Pg0(q(t)+H2)WN0 ). Hence, the data rate function, Rj(t), is convex with respect to
‖L(t)−Lj ‖2. Accordingly, problem P2 is still non-convex even after relaxing the integer variable and
finding the number of transmission slots using bisection method. Hence, we need to approximate
Rj(t) to a concave function in order to put constraint (7.25), and hence the optimization problem,
into a convex form.
To find a concave approximation for Rj(t), we derive a concave lower bound for Rj(t), R j(t), using
its first order Taylor approximation with respect to ‖L(t) − Lj ‖2 around a point l0(t), as shown in
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R j(t) , W log2
(
1 + P g0( ‖l0(t)−L j ‖2+H2)WN0
)
+
−W2N0 P g0 ( ‖L(t)−L j ‖2−‖l0(t)−L j ‖2)
ln(2)
(
( ‖l0(t)−L j ‖2+H2)WN0
)2 ( ‖l0(t)−L j ‖2+H2)WN0P g0+( ‖l0(t)−L j ‖2+H2)WN0
= W log2
(
1 + P g0( ‖l0(t)−L j ‖2+H2)WN0
)
+
−W2N0 P g0 ( ‖L(t)−L j ‖2−‖l0(t)−L j ‖2)
ln(2)
(
( ‖l0(t)−L j ‖2+H2)WN0
) (
P g0+( ‖l0(t)−L j ‖2+H2)WN0
) ≤ Rj(t).
(7.26)
equation (7.26). Consequently, the lower bound for Bj(t) is given by
B j(t) =
⌊
nˆt
δ
⌋∑
x=1
(
1 − Pon(t, x)
)
R j(t) δ. (7.27)
B j(t) is a concave function since R j(t) is concave. Therefore, we can reformulate the P2 problem as
follows:
P3: max
L(t)
Bmin (7.28)
Subject to:
Constraints (7.13-7.15) and (7.20-7.21).
Bmin ≤
T∑
t=1
B j(t), ∀ j ∈ U. (7.29)
7.4 Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we describe Problem Decomposition and Successive Convex Approximation
algorithm for solving the optimization problem. We decompose our problem into two parts: 1)
Finding the maximum value of nˆt that satisfies constraint (7.22) and 2) Maximizing the minimum
number of received bits for the IoT devices. Algorithm 6 shows the required steps to solve the
problem.
First, we use bisection method to find the maximum value for nˆt that satisfies constraint (7.22).
In step 2, we select initial values for l0(t), 1 ≤ t ≤ T . One way to initialize l0(t) is to set its value to
linitial, i.e., the initial location of the UAV. From equation 7.26, R j(1) = Rj(1) when l0(t) = linitial,
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l0(t), 1 ≤ t ≤ T , since the UAV’s location at the beginning of slot 1 is linitial. After initializing l0(t),
Algorithm 6 solves problem P3 to find the initial solution for the optimization problem, Π(1), as
shown in step 4.
Steps 4-5 of Algorithms 6 resemble successive convex approximation for problem P3. In the r th
iteration of the successive convex approximation, Algorithm 6 solves problem P3 and assigns the
solution to Π(r). Then, Algorithm 6 updates the values of l0(t), 1 ≤ t ≤ T , to the value of L(t) in
the r th iteration of the while loop. Algorithm 6 solve problem P3 iteratively until it converges to a
solution.
In the following, we discuss the convergence and the solution of Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6: Problem Decomposition and Successive Convex Approximation
1 Find the maximum transmission durations nˆt , 1 ≤ t ≤ T , that satisfies constraint (7.22)
using bisection method.
2 Select initial values for l0(t), 1 ≤ t ≤ T .
3 r = 1, Π(0) = −∞.
4 Solve problem P3, and let its solution be Π(1).
5 while (Π(r) , Π(r−1)) do
6 Solve problem P3, and let its solution be Π(r).
7 l0(t) = L(t), 1 ≤ t ≤ T .
8 r = r + 1.
Theorem 7.4.1. Algorithm 6 always converges to a solution.
Proof. The goal of each iteration of Algorithm 6 is to maximize the minimum data rate for the IoT
devices. To maximize the minimum data rate associated with IoT device j, the algorithm tries to
minimize ‖L(t) − Lj ‖ when the UAV is assumed to transmit to IoT device j during frame t. If there
is no better solution, then the optimization problem in the new iteration can select L(t) = l0(t) to
keep the best found solution. Accordingly, R j(t) will remain the same, i.e., R j(t) in equation (7.26)
will not change in the new iteration when L(t) = l0(t) since the second term of R j(t) will vanish.
Therefore,
Π(r−1) ≤ Π(r) (7.30)
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From equation (7.30), Algorithm 6 is monotonically increasing.
Moreover, we find an upper bound for Bmin as follows:
Bmin ≤
T∑
t=1
B j(t), ∀ j ∈ U
=
T∑
t=1
⌊
nˆt
δ
⌋∑
x=1
(
1 − Pon(t, x)
)
Rj(t) δ, ∀ j ∈ U
≤
T∑
t=1
⌊
nˆt
δ
⌋
Rj(t) δ, ∀ j ∈ U
≤
T∑
t=1
N Rj(t) δ ≤
T∑
t=1
NRj(t) δ, ∀ j ∈ U
≤
T∑
t=1
NWδ log2
(
1 +
P g0
H2WN0
)
= TNWδ log2
(
1 +
P g0
H2WN0
)
.
(7.31)
From equation (7.30) and (7.31), the solution of Algorithm 6 is monotonically increasing and upper
bounded. Therefore, Algorithm 6 provides a better solution in each iteration or converges to a
solution.

Lemma 7.4.2. The feasible region of the optimization problem P3 satisfies Slater’s condition.
Proof. To prove that the feasible region of P3 satisfies Slater’s condition, we need to show that
there is a feasible solution for P3 that satisfies the following non-linear strict inequality constraints:
‖L(t) − L(t − 1)‖2 < (S∆)2, 1 < t ≤ T . (7.32)
Bmin <
T∑
t=1
B j(t), ∀ j ∈ U. (7.33)
Assume that the UAV fixes its location to linitial during the whole service time while transmitting
to all IoT devices, i.e., L(t) = linitial,1 ≤ t ≤ T . Therefore, equation (7.32) is satisfied because
‖L(t) − L(t − 1)‖2 will equal zero and (S∆)2 is always a positive value.
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Let IoT device k, where k ∈ U, be the farthest IoT device from the UAV location, lk , linitial.
Hence,
∑T
t=1 Bk(t) is the maximum possible value for Bmin. When the value of L(t) is fixed to linitial
over time, the second term of R j(t) in equation (7.26) equals zero and l0(t) = linitial,1 ≤ t ≤ T .
Therefore, we have
0 < Rk(t) = W log2
(
1 +
P g0
(‖linitial − Lk ‖2 + H2)WN0
)
(7.34)
Therefore, 0 <
∑T
t=1 Bk(t). Accordingly, a feasible solution for Bmin that satisfies equation (7.33) is
given by
Bmin =
T∑
t=1
Bk(t) −  (7.35)
where  is any positive constant such that 0 <  ≤ ∑Tt=1 Bk(t). Since the linear constraints, i.e.,
equation (7.13) and (7.14), are also satisfied when L(t) = linitial,1 ≤ t ≤ T , Bmin given by equation
(7.35) is a feasible solution that satisfies Slater’s condition.

Theorem 7.4.3. Any convergent solution of Algorithm 6 is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) point.
Proof. Let α(t) = ‖L(t) − Lj ‖2 and α0(t) = ‖l0(t) − Lj ‖2, ∀ j ∈ U and 1 ≤ t ≤ T . According to
Theorem 1 in [128], any convergent solution of Algorithm 6 is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) point
if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Bmin, ‖L(t) − L(t − 1)‖2 − (S∆)2, Bmin −∑Tt=1 Bj(t) and L(t) are differentiable, ∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ t ≤ T ,
and Bmin is convex.
2. The approximated convex function of Rj(t), i.e., Rj(t), is differentiable, and hence, Bmin −∑T
t=1 B j(t) is differentiable, ∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ t ≤ T .
3. The feasible region of P1 is a compact set.
4. The feasible region of P3 satisfies Slater’s condition.
5. Rj(t) ≤ Rj(t), ∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ t ≤ T .
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6. Rj(t)

α0(t)
= R j(t)

α0(t)
, ∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ t ≤ T .
7.
dR j (t)
dα(t)

α0(t)
=
dR j (t)
dα(t)

α0(t)
, ∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ t ≤ T .
It is evident that the first and the second conditions are satisfied. Since the value of L(t) =
(x(t), y(t)) is defined such that x(t) ∈ [0,Xmax] and y(t) ∈ [0,Ymax], the feasible region is closed and
bounded, and hence, compact. Moreover, we showed in Lemma 7.4.2 that P3 satisfies Slater’s
condition, and Rj(t) ≤ Rj(t) in equation (7.26). Therefore, the fourth and fifth conditions are also
satisfied.
From equation (7.26), R j(t) = W log2
(
1 + P g0(α0(t)+H2)WN0
)
when α(t) = α0(t), which equals to
Rj(t)

α0(t)
. Furthermore,
dR j (t)
dα(t) is given by
dRj(t)
dα(t) =
−W2N0 P g0 log2(e)((α(t) + H2)WN0) (P g0 + (α(t) + H2)WN0)
∀ j ∈ U,1 ≤ t ≤ T .
(7.36)
which equals to
dR j (t)
dα(t)

α0(t)
when α(t) = α0(t). Therefore, the sixth and the seventh conditions are
satisfied. Since all the conditions above are satisfied, any convergent solution of Algorithm 6 is a
KKT point.

Corollary 7.4.3.1. Algorithm 6 converges to a KKT point.
Proof. In Theorem 7.4.1, we show that Algorithm 6 always converges to a solution. From Theorem
7.4.3, we can conclude that Algorithm 6 converges to a KKT point. 
7.5 Simulation Results
We consider a cognitive UAV that transmits data to 25 IoT devices distributed over 1000 m
by 1000 m area. The UAV’s initial location, i.e., linitial, is (500, 500). The maximum number of
transmission slots, N, and the threshold of the interference violation probability, Pth, are ranged
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from 20-35 and 0.01-0.1, respectively. Unless specified otherwise, the other simulation parameters
are shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
∆ 2 s
δ 1 ms
µ 2.47
σ 1.88
g0 0.001
P 1 W
S 15 m/s
H 10 m
τt 50 ms
N0 -174 dbm/Hz
W 6 MHz
Pa 0.5
Cˆ 20
Xmax 1000
Ymax 1000
Fig. 7.2 compares the performance of Algorithm 6 with the optimal solution when we vary the
number of IoT devices. Due to high computational complexity of solving the original non-convex
problem, there is no efficient way to solve large scale problems optimally. Therefore, a small scale
problem is solved optimally and compared with the solution of Algorithm 6. Five IoT devices are
added progressively farther from the UAV’s initial location. It is shown that the difference between
the optimal and Algorithm 6 solutions ranges approximately from 10 % to 11 %.
The value of the elapsed off period, τt , of the selected channel for frame t is given by measurement
in real time by the UAV in practice. However, we assume in the simulation that the values of τt
associated with the selected channels over all frames are the same in order to study their effect on
the number of bits received by the bottleneck IoT device. Fig. 7.3 shows the elapsed off period
versus number of bits when Pth = 0.01 and varying N. On the other hand, Fig. 7.4 shows the elapsed
off period versus the number of bits when N = 20 while varying Pth. When the off period of the
PU is log-normal distributed, increasing the elapsed off period leads to decreasing the probability
of the PU being active [126]. Accordingly, the UAV can use more transmission slots,
⌊
nˆt
δ
⌋
≤ N,
when the elapsed off period is larger. Hence, the max-min number of bits transmitted to the IoT
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Figure 7.2: Optimal vs Algorithm 1 solution: N = 20, Pth = 0.1 and number of frames is 10.
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Figure 7.3: Elapsed off period versus number of bits when Pth = 0.01 and varying N.
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Figure 7.4: Elapsed off period versus number of bits when N = 20 and varying Pth.
devices increases with increasing the elapsed off period of the PU, as shown in Fig. 7.3 and Fig.
7.4.
From constraint (7.22), larger values for N increases the upper bound, and hence, increases
the transmission duration nˆt . When the transmission duration increases by δ, the number of
transmission slots
⌊
nˆt
δ
⌋
≤ N increases. Fig. 7.3 shows that increasing the value of N increases the
max-min bits received by the IoT devices in general. However, the max-min bits received by the
IoT devices does not change when the increase in elapsed off period leads to an increase in the
transmission duration that is less than δ, e.g., when the elapsed off period is 40 ms or less and
N = 20 or N = 25. Similarly, increasing the value of Pth increases the upper bound of constraint
(7.22), and hence, may increase the number of used transmission slots. Therefore, Fig. 7.4 shows
that the max-min bits received by the IoT devices increases when the increase in pth leads to
increasing the number of transmission slots.
Fig. 7.5 shows N versus the number of bits when varying Pth. It can clearly be seen that the
max-min bits received by the IoT devices increases rapidly, moderately and slowly with increasing
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Figure 7.5: N versus number of bits when varying Pth.
N when Pth = 0.1, Pth = 0.5 and Pth = 0.1, respectively. Increasing N and Pth allows the UAV
to transmit with larger number of slots, and hence, increasing the max-min bits received by the
IoT devices. Consequently, increasing the value of N does not improve the number of received bits
significantly if the PU is not tolerating large number of interfering slots, i.e., the value of Pth is
very small.
Fig. 7.6 shows the effect of adding more bottleneck IoT devices to the network on the max-min
bits received by them. We use different log-normal distribution parameters [126, 127] to model the
off period of the PU. We add progressively more bottleneck IoT devices farther from the initial
location of the UAV. Given a certain number of required bits to be delivered to the IoT device,
the cognitive UAV ability is restricted by a certain number of bottleneck IoT devices and their
locations. It is shown that the behavior of the PU significantly impacts the performance of the
UAV in terms of max-min bits delivered to the IoT devices. Therefore, accurate modelling for the
PU off period is crucial to optimize the max-min bits delivered to the IoT devices while protecting
the PU from harmful interference.
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Figure 7.6: Number of IoT devices versus number of bits with different PU off period modelling
parameters: N = 20 and Pth = 0.1
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Figure 7.7: N versus number of bits with different PU off period modelling parameters: Pth = 0.1.
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Fig. 7.7 shows the effect of increasing N on the max-min number of bits received by the IoT
devices when the PU off period is modelled using different log-normal distribution parameters.
Increasing N allows the UAV to transmit with a larger number of slots, and hence, increasing the
max-min bits delivered to the IoT devices. From Fig. 7.7, the UAV achieves different performances
when the PU has five different models for its off period, where N = 20 and Pth = 0.1. However,
the UAV achieves the same performance when 25 ≤ N and (µ = 2.47, σ = 1.88) or (µ = 3.9964, σ =
1.089). The reason is that the UAV keeps on transmitting over the largest possible number of
transmission slot, which is upper bounded by N and the maximum number of allowable interfering
slots to the PU. Both models, i.e., (µ = 2.47, σ = 1.88) and (µ = 3.9964, σ = 1.089), lead to the same
maximum allowable interfering slots when 25 ≤ N. On the other hand, it is shown that increasing
σ while fixing µ or increasing µ while fixing σ leads to increasing the total number of bits. The
reason is that increasing σ or µ increases the off period of the PU. Therefore, the UAV can transmit
over more transmission slots, and hence, the number of bits increases.
7.6 Conclusion
We studied the problem of maximizing the minimum received bits transmitted by a cognitive
UAV that disseminates data to a group of IoT devices over channels licensed to PUs. The cognitive
UAV predicts the OFF period of the PUs, then it decides the number of transmission slots accord-
ingly. Moreover, the number of transmission slots are selected such that the number of interfering
slots to the PUs are less than a certain threshold. We formulated the optimization problem as a
non-convex MINLP, which is hard to solve in general. To tackle this challenge, we decomposed
the problem into two sub-problems: 1) Finding the optimal number of transmission slots using
the Bisection method and 2) Maximizing the minimum number of bits received by the IoT devices
using successive convex approximation after convexifying the non-convex constraints. We showed
theoretically that the proposed algorithm converges to a KKT point. In the simulation results, we
studied the effect of the PUs’ OFF period, interference threshold, maximum allowable transmission
slots and OFF period models on the maximum minimum bits received by the IoT devices.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
8.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, performance and energy consumption and harvesting issues in CRNs have been
investigated. First, a multi-objective problem for many-to-many communication in CRNs is studied.
The goals are optimizing the delay, data rate and number links of a many-to-many communication
request. Moreover, the scheduling problem of the SUs’ transmission is studied using a multi-layer
hyper-graph. A polynomial time algorithm based on an Ant Colony meta-heuristic is proposed to
solve the optimization problem. Second, energy efficient multicasting for CRNs is studied while
considering directional and omnidirectional antennas. Additionally, energy consumption due to
data transmission and channel switching is considered. The problem is formulated as an MINLP,
then a heuristic algorithm is introduced to solve the problem in polynomial time.
Wireless-powered networks and energy harvesting using RF energy transfer is another focus
in this thesis. Wireless-powered multicast service in cellular IoT is introduced. IoT devices are
incentivized to collaborate in forwarding the multicast messages by receiving energy wirelessly from
ETs when they forward multicast messages. The objective is minimizing the total transmitted
energy from the ETs. Since the formulated optimization problem is hard to solve, GBD-SCP
algorithm is utilized to provide a solution in a more efficient way. Moreover, the CDR algorithm
is proposed to obtain an approximate solution for the original optimization problem in a much
shorter time. On the other hand, a cognitive mobile base station is proposed to send data and
transfer energy to the IoT devices underlaying a primary network. The cognitive mobile base
station changes its location to improve the channel condition and transfer data and energy with
less energy consumption. A mathematical problem is formulated where the objective is to minimize
total energy consumed by the mobile base station in its mobility, data transmission and energy
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transfer. The cognitive mobile base station operates while protecting the receiving PUs from
harmful interference.
A cognitive UAV that disseminates data to a group of IoT devices is introduced in this thesis.
The cognitive UAV optimizes its trajectory to reach the IoT devices and maximizes the minimum
number of bits received by them. To protect the receiving PUs from interference, the cognitive
UAV transmits its data while keeping the number of interfering slots to the PU less than a certain
threshold. The formulated mathematical model is in a form of MINLP problem. Hence, the problem
is decomposed into two convex problem and an iterative algorithm is used to solve the problem. It
is shown that the utilized algorithm converges to a KKT point.
8.2 Future Research
The focus of the future research is to extend current work and apply some machines learning
techniques to enhance the performance and facilitate making intelligent decisions. Future research
directions can be summarized as follows:
• Cognitive mobile base stations and UAVs are considered in this thesis to charge and dissemi-
nate data to IoT devices, respectively. Isolated IoT devices may suffer from a lack of sufficient
infrastructure that helps in relaying energy and data demand requests to the cognitive mobile
base station and UAV. Hence, energy and data demands will be predicted in future works
using machine learning techniques such as reinforcement learning. The cognitive mobile base
station and UAV learn and update their models with time to precisely predict the demand
and increase the reward. The reward can be in terms of minimizing the energy consumption
of the cognitive base station and UAV while supporting the IoT devices’ demands.
• Traditional routing protocols are not intelligent and make decisions based on fixed policies.
When deep learning techniques are used to learn from previous failures and adapt traffic
control to the network condition, then the network performance can be enhanced. It is shown
in [129] that real time deep learning techniques can remove routing protocols from future
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wireless networks. A real time deep learning approach will be used in future works to control
the traffic of group communication in CRNs. Based on the activities of the PUs and the
channel and network conditions, the traffic control policy will be adaptive in order to improve
the performance of the network.
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